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"'AJllm., Couldl ewe..,Hdr pleasescolicb

OYer:! We! needtol ma'k' as, Imucb lroom 15 p05.·
s... le., becluse .e',re eXpeft~nl a full bouse."

As many of you know, we're being joined this issue by more than
1,200_ubscribers who are reading the magazine for the first time via
F.·GT, the completely electronic version of Gear Technology.

The launch of E-GT places us at the forefront of the publishing
world. We've, worked very hard over the pass year to make an exact
duplicate 'Of the printed version, including all article and advertise-
ments in full color, just as they appear in tile magazine.

S-GT allows us to serve the gear indu try better !han ever before.
OUf mission bas always been to provide vital technical information
and news that helps make the gear industry more productive and
competitive. As the gear industry has become more global, we've
found the need to reach out to a wider, more global audience. F.-GT
lets II better reach all the place where gears are being designed.
made, bought and sold.

Before F.-GT. subscribers outside the United States had to pay for
Gear Teclmology. Now, with E·GT.Qualified subscribers anywhere
in the world have free access to the same information that appears in
our printed version. Previously, where an 'overseas gear manufactur-
er might have sub cribed to one copy of the magazine, now five or
even ten people subscribe in the same location.

Already, the response bas been overwhelming. Many of those
who have viewed our sample page online and subscribed to E-GT
have written 1.0 tell us what they thought about the new fonnat.

For example, !he chief engineer of a ma] or gear cuningteols fac-

lOry in .~~~ ~?ld llS, "1 am glad to be one of the subscribers. of E-I
GT. I thin'k I JUSI found a shortcut to contact the advanced gear
world."

A. mechanical engineer at a gear manufacturing company in
Argentina wrote, "I just want to. congratulate you for the idea of hav-
ing an electronic version of your magazine free on the Net."

A new S·GT subscriber from Malaysia said, "This provide
updated. gear technology know-how and related information-appre-
ciated."

"] am happy to be able to read yow magazine again. now as a
.PD instead of printed. and free of charge instead of by payment." I

said an engineer who works for a manufacturer of gearmotors in the I
Netherlands.

Others have writlenjust to wish us weU and to congratulate us on '
the new format. "Go on and good Juek," wrote the director of a g~ar
mam.lfacnuillg company in Brazil. after he filled out the subscription

. I
form for E-GT.

Up to now, Gear Techn.ology had subscriber in 35 countries
outside the United States. Today, thanks to .E·GT, our subscribers

are in more than 50 countries, and the number of people we reach Michael Goldstein, Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
outside the United States has morethan doubled.

mil, some places. like India, the number of ubscriptions has
nearly tripled. Also. we've expandedour reader hip to places the
magazine has never gone before. Today, OUf magazine is read in:

eou
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil. Bulgaria, Canada,
Chile, China, Colombia, the Czech Republic. Denmark. France,
Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, Hungary. India. Indonesia. Italy.
Japan, Korea, Latvia, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mexico, the
Netherlands. New Zealand, Oman, Pakistan, Peru, the Philippines.
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Singapore, Slovakia,
Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden. Switzerland. Taiwan,
Thailand, Turkey, the United Kingdom. Venezuela, Yugoslavia
and Zimbabwe. This list will continue to grow with E·GT.

But E-GT isn't just for those outside the United States. We're
pleasantly surprised that E·GT .is just as attractive to our readers
here in America, many of whom now subscribe to both the print and
electronic versions ..

"I am impressed with your electronic approach to Gear Technology
magazine." said the product development manager of 1\ Midwest gear
manufacturer.

"I look forward to seeing
and receiving Gear Technol-
ogy online," said the general
manager of a Midwest gear
manufacturing job shop.

All of this hubbub about
E-GT doesn't mean we're
going 10 change anything in
our regular printed version.
We'll continue to bring YOII

the same high-quality prod-
uct, including the best techni-
cal articles, feanire articles, news and other information 'related to
gear design, manufacluJing, mspectlon.proces ing and buying. That
quality applies to both our printed! and electronic versions, but now
you have a choice .in how you want to receive the information.

_or tho e of you who haven' Iyet seen E·GT, ] encourage you to
log on to www.geanechnology.com and tty the sample pages. If you
think E-GTcould be useful to you or your company, then sign up for
a free subscription, and let us know what you think about our latest
endeavor. We can always squeeze in a few more sub crlbers.

Sincerely,

"'Her, buddy! 'Can JOU PLWE
,d01tin tbere''''

en m
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New Gear Software
GearTrax 2003:101

Model Sp,j:raIIB,eve:1 Gea'rs
Gear designers u ing Gear'Irax soft-

ware to model gears can expand that
software Ihis new year by obtaining its
new feature: the ability to model spiral
bevel. gears.

Created by Camnetics Inc., Gear'Irax
is used to model gears in SolidWorks.

Gregory Hottman, Camnerics'
founder and president, de igns Gear'Irax
to be compatible with !hat modeling pro-
gram. made by SolidWork ' Corp.

Gear designer can obtain the new
feature as pari of Gear'Irax's new 2003

Geairr,ax 2003 has. a new featuJe tllat lean creatlll
3~Dmod'els,of' &piral bevel gears for assembly
drawings.

Gearrrax ,2003 creates models of :spiral bevel
g,elllS by operating with SDlidWDrkJ, The new
GearTrax pmgram creates those models hom
var:ious Igear data.

internal andexternal spur gears. www.geartechnology.comlm.hIm.
Hottman explains the modeling of

spiral bevel gears would be useful for Like earlier versions, Gear'Irux 2003
assembly drawings to check the fit of only creates models of gears: i.1 doesn't
gear and pinion in a gearbox housing and rate gears, take material data into
their fit and function in relation 10 the account or provide power capacities.
gearbox's other parts. The electronic Gear'Irax 2003 will operate as either

version. If they bought Gear'Irax's sup-
port plan, then they can download the
new version free from Camneiics' web-
site. If 1Il0t, then they can buy Gear'Irax
2003 itself.

Gear'Irax 2003 creates solid models
or gears and other drive parts, Hottman
recommends his new program for model-
ing of spiral bevel gears and worm gears
and for rapid prototypiug of straight
bevel gears, involute splines, inrernal and
external PUI gears, and in~emaland
external helical gears. He al a recom-
mend his software for plastic injection
mo.lding,powder-metal compacting and
wirecuttingfEDM of involute splines and

Welcome to Revolutions, the col-

umn that brings you the IBtest. most

up-to-date Bnd eBsy-to-reld infor-

mation Ibout the people Ind tech-

nology of the gear industry.

Revolutions welcomes your sub-

missions. PlesSB send them to

Gear Technology, P.O. Box '"
Elk Grove Vii/age, /L 6lDJ9, fax
(847) 437-6618 or .-mlil

people@gear1echnology.com. If
you'd like more illfDrmBtion Ibout

Iny of the Irtie/.s thlt app.ar,

please USB Rapid Reader Response BI

images could also be used in customer
pre entations.

However, he doesn it recommend his
latest version for creating thegeometry
needed to manufacture a spiral bevel gear
by traditional metal-cutting methods.

HOltman e peers Gearfra 2003 to be
available for $595 in January 2003.

The new 'feature will create 3-D mod-
els of spiral bevel gears from various
gear data, including the number of teeth
on gear and pinion: the diametral pitch;
geometry parameters-like face width
and backlash; the hub diameter, which
must be givento the program; the pitch
diameter. which the program calculates
itself and the spiral angle and direction
of the gear's teeth.

These models are created according
10 Gleason Corp. 's spiral bevel gear stan-
dards. Hottman obtained tho e standards
from the 24th edition of Maclr,;,zery's

Handbook, published in 1992 by
Industrial Press Inc., located in New
York, NY.

an add-in or an add-on to SolidWorks.
Gear designers can lise Gearfrax 2003 as
an add-in by tarting and operating .it
through SolidWor:ks.They can u e it as an
add-OIl by starting Gear'Irax 2003 itself
and operating SolidWorks through it.
Hottman says Ihat GeatTrax 2003 runs
faster as an add-ill.

Be ides Camnetic, Iron' AD .L.C. of
Atlanta, GA, offers software that can create
3-D model of gears, including spiral bevel
gears. Universal Technical Syst m Inc. of
Rockford. IL. also offersgear modeling soft-
ware. UTS models are restricted to internal
and external spur gearsand external helical
gears, but they re accurateforcreating molds
for making plastic or powder-metal gears or
dies for making forged. gears.

Bouman is timing the addition of
GeaiI'rax's new feature with the introduc-
tion of SolidWorks 2003. The revised
SolidWorks program became available in
November.

HOIlman explains thai. his software is
tied to Sol.idWorks software-"The vast

www.p'owertr.8'nsm;ss;on.,com '.' www.gnrtechnology.com '. GEAR: TECHNOLOGY • JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2003 91
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majority of my customers are Solid- manufacnirers, His gear manufacturers

Works users." Consequently, each time lend to be smaller companies.

Solidworks is updated, Hottman usually Holtman created the spiral bevel gear
has to update Gear'Irax to be sure they feature because it was requested by some

remain compatible. of his customers, including a gear manu-

Based in Oregon. WI, Hottman facturer and a gearbox designer for
describes his main customers aspeople motorcycle transmissions and all-terrain
who design products that use a fair vehicles.
amount of gears. Those customers include "I've had people specifically looking

automation/rnachine designers and gear for that function," he says.
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G.IE.A.R.S.Software-
SPC for Gear Manufacturers

Nicholson Gear Technology has soft-

ware to make it faster and easier for a
gear manufacturer to statistically track
its processes to be sure they're manufac-
turing gears within design tolerances.
Specifically designed for gear data, the

software is an interface between the data

collected from metrology equipment and
a connected SPC program.

The software comes intwo versions:
a network version available since 1996
for large companies that manufacture

gears and a new non-network version for
small to intermediate-sized companies.

The network version is called Gear

Engi neering Analy is Retrieval Sys-
tem-G.E.A.R.S. for short. The non-net-
work version is called G.E.A.R.S. Lite.

HEARS. Lite was created because
G.E.AR.S.-starting at $25;OOO--was too
expen ive for some potential cus tomers.
G.EAR.S. Lire. however, starts al $6,700.

"'We felt that we weren't reaching the

customers," Nicholson says.
Nicholson is the founder and presi-

dent of Nicholson Gear Technology,

based in Medina OH. He's also product
manager for the spiral bevel gear divi-
sion of SU America. Inc., located in
Hoffman Estates, [L.

As a network program, HE.A.R.S.
uses a dedicated serverfor toring data and
can operate on multiple personal comput-
ers in a network.

As a non-network program, a.EAR.S.
Ute is meant to be installed on only one per-
sonal computer and uses only the computer'
hard drive for storing data ..Nonnally, the pro-
gram operates with the statistical-process-
control (SPC) program CHARTrunller.
made by PQ Systems of Dayton, OH.
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Boughl as a pa::kage, G.E.ARS. Ute [1lC11Jdes
Ill:!gear prqgram il5elf, CHARTrunnerandi~·
installruion CD-ROM.

G.E.A.R.S. Lite can also operate with
other SPC progrnms. uch as SPC for
Excel. lmade by SQC Developmenl COIp.
of ewark, DE.

Acoordi:ng to Nicholson. any SPC pr0-

gram on the market can retrieve and analyze
gear data. but those programs may be diffi-
cull and time-consuming 10 use. He explains
thaI. G.E.A.R.S. and G.E.ARS. Lite were
designed to be easy to usc and Ihal people
don 'f need to know much about slatisticaJ
pmce! .comrolm use them. Nicholson him-
self has trained groups of people to use
HEAR.S. in half-day classes. He addslhal
learning '10 use GEARS. Lite i no differ-
ern from learning 10 use G.EARS. "The
basic truetare itself i identical," be says
of hi two programs.

G.EAR's. and HEARS. Lite collect
and query data on. allgear characterhtio.

from rnejrology equipment via a compa-
ny's Imranet,

Because lit lacks a server. G.EAR.S. ute
dl::Jesn't handle as much dala as G.EAR.S. or
remrn queries as quickly as G.E.A.R.S. SlilI,
Nicholson says GEARS. Lite can be oon-
nected to any number 01 measuring or

inspection machines.

G.E.ARS. and G.EARS. Lite import
data from metrology equipmentas CSV
(c~mma-separaled variable)' data. The data

can be reviewed one gearcharaeteristic al a
lime and is printed on standard inspe lion
reports. The characteristics in lude average
lead slope. left and right flank; average
slope. len and right flank; average involute
slope/profile variation; average index vari-
ation: and average crown on lead. left and
right Ilanl The data is also transferred 10

CHARTrunner, so engineers can review ,
the data ineither run chan! or histograms. '

"With G.E.A.R.S. Lite, we keep it as
simple as possible." icholson says. He
adds that the whole basi of the program
was to make it easy '10 use.

As Nicholson explains, people don't
have time today In write importing code

for SPC programs. They onJy have time to
select 'their part number, process, dale

www ..p'ow,e.rt.ra·nsm.is.s.ion.com. www ..gea.rtech.nology ..co'm. GEAR nCHNOLOGY • JANUARY/FEBRUARV 2003 111

range, and analysis types, then create their

SPCchart.
G.- .A.R.S. Lite can be customized by

its buyers as needed. Nicholson
describes Iheprogram'possible cus-

, tomers as any non-automotive company

that manufactures gears. 111 contrast. he
says G.E.A.R.S .. is suitable for automo-
ti ve companie and has been boughr by
several automotive plants,

Nicholson adds he has already sold hi
first copy of GEARS. Lite to a company,
aorth American aerospace business, 0
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Visit. w-ww.gIilTt,chnology:comto
• Rate this column
• Reque.. more infonnation
• Contact the companies mentioned

. • Make ,8 suggestion
Or cllI (8471431-660410 ta'ik to one 01our edi-
tors!



Gear Damage Detection Using
Oil Debris Analysis

Pauilsi Dempsey

and J factor of 10 within 25 years, One of the
leading factors in fatal aircraft accident is 10 . of
control in flight, which can occur due 10 flying in

everc weather condition. pilot error and vehi-

del ystem failure. Focusing on helicopters' sys-
t.em failures, an investigation in 1989 found Ihat

32% of helicopter accident due to fatigue failures
were caused by damaged engine and transmission
components (Ref I),

In more recent statistics, of the world total of
]92 turbine helicopter accidents .in ]999.28 were

directly due to mechanical failur with the most
common failure in tile drive train. of gearboxe
(Ref. II).

A sl.udy published in July 1998. in support of
the National Avialion Safely Goal, recommend'ed
areas most likely to reduce rotorcraft fatalities in

the next 10 years. The study of L168 fatal and
nonfatal accidents that occurred from 1990--1996
found that. after human factor-related causes of
accident, the next mo [ frequent cause of acci-

dents was due to various system and structural
failures (Ref. 2). Loss of power in flighr caused

26% of this Iype of accident and 10 s of control in
flight caused J 8% of thi type of accident The
technology area recommended by tlli rudy for

helicopter accident reduction was helicopter
health and usage monitoring systems (HUMS)

capable of predicting imminent equipment failure
for on-condition maintenance and more advanced
systems capable of waming pilots of impending

equipment failure,

Helicopter transmission diagno tics are an
impenant part of a helicopter health monitoring
system because helicopters depend on the power-
train for propulsion, lift and flight maneuvering,
In order 10 predict transmls ion failures, the diag-

nostie tool used in the HUMS must provide real-
time performance monitoring of aitcraf operating
parameters and must demonstrate a high level of
reliability to minimize false alarms. Vari.ous tools

exi I for diagnosing damage in helicopter tran -

F
. IS·" mi ions. the most common being vibration tool .
Igure - p,ur gear fatigue lest ng., .. _ _ ,.. _ . '. _ .

. Using vibration data collected from gearbox
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper was [0 verify. when

using an oil debris. en or. that accumulated mass

predicts gear pining damage and to identify a
method to et. thre hold limits for damaged gear.
Oil debris data was collected from eight experi-
ments with no damage and eight with pitting
damage in the NASA Glenn Research Center's

spur gear fatigue rig. Oil debris feature analy is I

was performed on this data. Video images of !
I

damage progression were also collected from six !
of the experiments with pitting damage. During i
each test. data from an oil debri sensor was mon- !
itored and recorded for the occurrence of pitting I

damage .. The data measured from the oil debri
en or during experiments with no damage was

used to identify membership functions, which are
required [0 build a imple fuzzy-logic model.

Using fuzzy-logic techniques and the oil debris
data, threshold limits were defined that discrimi-

nate between stages ofpilli!ng wear. Results indi- I

care that accumulated mass combined with fuzzy- !
logic analysis techniques is a good predictor of !
pitting damage on spur gears. i

lntroductlon i
One of NASA'- current goals, the National i

i
Aviation Safety Goa], is to reduce the aircraft

accident rate by a factor of five within 10 years

Slave-system oil inlet -'-" "

Drive shaft

Tsst-
gear
cover

Test-lubricant
Qijllat temperatura
measurement location
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accelerometers, algorithm are devel ped to
detect when gear damage has occurred (Refs. 16

and 20). Oil debri is also used to identifyabner-

mal wear-related conditions of transmissions. Oil

debris monitoring for gearboxes consists maialy
of off-line oil analysi or plug-type chip detec-
I rs, And,although not commonly u ed for gear
damage deteclion. many engine have on-line il
debris sen DrS fOJ detectingthe failure of rolling
element bearing. These on-line, inductance-type

sensors count. the number of particles. measure
their approximate sizes. them calculate an accu-

mulated mass (Ref. W). Figure 2-5pur gearforiglle rig gearbox.

Paul'a Dempsev. Ph.D'"
is an OI'l'D.fpact' 1'I'.f/'(Iff'h

I'ng;lIl'l'r I'mployet/ bv ,h ..
NASA Glenn RI',H'UfC"h
Ce!tll" in Cleveland. (}H,
Sill' joined NASA ill /99/.
after perfomling experlmrn-
tal mid analytica! researck
work ill tht' area ,of cl')YJgt'nk
flilid mO/lagement s.I'sr.."u

for II lIol·t'mmt'nl contra tor
from 1987-1991. Sh~' mn-
tinued lief cr.lOl(fllic

reseurch until 1995. III~n
served a lead projl'cl ellgi-
neer {or sel'erai aI'I'I'III(!l(!i ;I'

programs. She is 1.'lIrrrmlly
performing ",seorrh ill 'hI'
G11'lI a/monitoring ami diag-
nostics for helicopter drive
systems mId propll/vi(1II f 'J-

alarm transmissions. A modified version of this The test. gears are run offset to provide 11 narrow tems for transpon aircroft.
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The goal of future HUMS is to increase relia-

bility and decrease fal ealarms.HUMS are not
yet capable of real-time. on-line health monitor-
ing. Current data collected by HUMS is
processed after the flight and i plagued with high
falseaJann rates and undetected faults. The cur-
rent fault detection rate of commercially available

HUMS through vibration analysis is, 60%. False

warning niles average one per lOll' night hours
(Ref. 17). This i due to a variety of rea ons,
Vibration-based c ystem require exten i e inter-

pretauon by trained diagno tieians. Operational

effects can adversely impact the performance of

vibration diagnostic parameters and result in false
alarms (Ref. 5 and 3). Oil debri sensors also

require e pert analysis of data. False alarms of oil
debris technologies are often caused by nonfail-
me debri . Thi debri can bridgelbe gap of plug-
type chip detectors .. Inductance-type oil dcbri
sensors cannot differentiate between Iaultand no-
faull 'ourced data (Ref. 8),.

Several companies, manufacture on-line.
inductance-type oil debris sen ors that measure
dcbns size and count partieje (Ref. 10). New
oil debris sensor are also being developed that
measure debris hape and ize, and (he shape is

used to classify the failure mechanism (Ref. 8).
The oil. debris elisor used in thisanalysi was
selected for several rea on". The f1r t three rea-
sorts were sensor capabilities. availability and

researcher experience with this sensor. Results
from preliminary research indical.e the debris
mill s meas ured by the oil debri ensor howed
a signi·ficant increase when pitting damage
began '10 occur (Ref. 4).

This sensor hasalso been used ,in aerospace
applieation for detecting bearing failure in aero-
space turbine engine. From ihe manufacturers'
experience w.ith rolling element bearing failure,
an equation was developed to set warning and

8: 475-525 '500 900-1,'016 958

installed in an
engine's 1110 e gearbox. and is currently being
evaluated for an operational AH-64 helicopter
(Ref. 10.). which is Boeing o.'s Ap:lcne attack
helicopter. Due to limited access to oil debris data

collected by this type of sensor from gear failures.
no uch equation is available thm define oil

debri thre hold limit for darna d gears.
The objective of tbe work reported herein is 10

first identify the be t feature for detecting gear
pining damage from a commercially available

on-line oil debri ..en or. Then, nee the feature i
defined, the objective i to identify a method to
set thre hold limit for different level of pitting

damage '10 gears. The oil debris data analy is wa
performed on gear damage data. collected from an
oil debri monitor in the NASA Glenn Research
Center's spur gear fatigue rig.

Test Procedure
Experimental data was recorded from te~[

performed in the NASA Glenn rig (Ref. 16). This
rig iscapable of loading gears, then running them
until pilling failure is detected. A sketch of the
testrig i shown ill Figure I. Torque is applied by
a hydraulic loading rneehani m thai twists one
slave gear relative 10 its haft. TIle power required
to drive the system is only enough to overcome
friction los e in the sy tern (Ref. 13). The te I

gears are standard spur gears having 28 teeth,

8.89 ern pitch diameters and 0.64 em face widths.

http://www.gearr8'clmology


effective face width to maximize gear contact.
stress while rnainrainmg an acceptable bending
stress. Offset testing also allows four tests on one
pair of gear. 'Two filters are located downstream
of the oil debris monitor 1.0 capture the debris
after the sensor measures it.

Fatigue tests were run in a manlier that allows
damage to be correlated to the oil debris en or
data. For the ete t , run speed was 10,000 rpm
and applied torque was 72 N-m and 96 N-m ..Prior
to collecting tesl. data. the gears were run-ill for
one hour at a torque of 14 N-m. The data mea-
sured during this run-in was stored, (hen the oil
debris ensor was re et [0 zero at the tart of the
loaded test. Test gear ,.were inspected periodical-
Iy for damage either manually or using a micro-
camera connected to a videocas ene recorder and
monitor. The video inspection did not require
gearbox. cover removal. Wilen damage was
found, it was documented and correlated to the
test data based on a reading number. Reading
numbers are equivalent to minutes and can also

Reading
60

Reading
14,369

Reading
15,136

Reading
10,622

Driving
gear

Driven
gear

Figure 3-D:aftlageprogressiol! Q/drivingldripen too.tll6fol' experiment 1.

be interpreted as mesh cycle equal to reading
number multiplied bylO4. In oreler to document
tooth damage. reference marks were made on the
driving and driven gears during installation to

identify tooth .1.The mating teeth number on the
driving and driven gears were then numbered
from this reference. Figure 2 identifies the driving
and driven gears with the gearbox cover removed.

Data was collected once per minute from oil.
debris speed and pressure sensor. in tailed on the
test rig using the programs ALBERT. Ames-Lewis
Basic Experimentation in Real Timevco-devel-
oped by NASA Glenn and NASA Ames Re earch
Center. Oil debris data wascollected using a com-

mercially available oil debris sensor that measures
the change in a magnetic field caused by pas age
of a metal particle where the amplitude of the en-
sor output signal is proportional, to the particle
mass. The sensor counts the number of particles.
measures their approximate sizes (l25-I.O.16/1m)
and calculates an accumulated mass (Ref. 9).

Shaft peed was measured by an optical sensor
'once per shaft revolution. Load pressure wa mea-
ured using a capacitance pre sure tran ducer.

The principal focu of thisresearch i detection
of pilling damage on pur gears. Pittingi a
fatigue failure cau ed by exceeding the surface
fatigue limit of the gear malerial.lPitting occurs
when small pieces of material break off from the
gear surface. producing pits on 'the contacting sur-
face (Ref. 19). Gear. are run until pitting occur
on several teeth. Pitting was detected by visual
observation through periodic inspections on IWO

of the experiments with pining damage. Pitting
wa detected by a video inspection system on six
of the experiments with pitting damage. Two lev-
els of pltting were monitored, initial and destruc-

tive pitting. Initial pitting L defined as pits less
than 0.04 em in diameter and covering less than

'Note: Highlighted cells identify reading and mass when destructive pitting was first observed.
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approximately 25% of tooth contact area.
Destructive pitting is more severe and is defined as
pit greater than 0.04 em in diameter and covering
more (han approximately 25% of tooth contact
area ..If not detected in time, destructive piltjng can
lead to catastrophic uansmission failure if th gear
teeth crack.

Discussion of Results
The analysis discussed in this sectron i ba ed

on oil debris data. collected during 16 experiments,
8 of which resulted in pining damage. The oil
debris sensor records counts of particles in bins set
at particle ize range measured in microns. The
particle size ranges and average particle size are
hown in Table L The average particle size far

each bin is used to calculate the cumulative mass
of debri for the experiment, The shape of the
average particle i assumed to be a phere with a
density of approximately 7.922 kg/rnl.

Experiments 1--6 were performed with the
video inspection system installed on the rig. Table
2 lists the reading numbers and the measured oil
debris masses at tho e reading. The highlighted
cell. for each experiment identiC), the reading
number and the mass measured when destructive
pitting was fir t observed on one or more teeth. As
this table hows, the amount of mass varied signif-
icantly for each experiment. A repre entative sam-
pIe of the images obtained from the video damage
progression system is shown in Figure 3. The dam-
age progression of tooth 6 on lite driving and driv-
en gear for experiment II for selected readings is
. hown in this figure. The damage i shown Ollie s
than half of the tooth because lite lest gears are run
offset. to provide a narrow effective face width to
maximize gear contact stress.

Experiments 7 and 8 were performed with visu-
al: inspection, Table 3 lists tile reading number
whcn inspection was performed and the mea ured
oil debri. masses at these reading. Only initial pit-
ting occurred during experiment 7. During experi-
ment 8, initial pitting wa observed at reading
5.18] and de tructive pitting at reading 5.314.

lable l-bperiments with visual inspection.

Experiment 7
--

I Experiment B Pitting Damage

Reading, /I Mass, mg : Reading II Mass. mg
13,716 3.381 I 5.181 6.012 Initial

I
5,314 19.1'01 Destructive

Table 4-0il debris masses ilt completion ot experiments with nu damage.
-

Experiment Reading' Mass. mg Experiment Readmg' Mass,mg

9 29,866 2.359 113 25.259 3.159

II
10 20,452 I 5.453 II 14 5,.322 I 0 I,
11 2()4

I 0.418 II 15 ! 21,016 I 0.125 II
I 12 15.654

,
2.276 16 21,446 I 0.163i

lru.rcrl

O.K.

10

I!OO) 10000
Rcadm~ Du:mh..~

IMIOO

Figure 4-Oil debris masses at differtnt damage levels.

0.75

~
-=
~ 0.:50
Ea

0.25

30 3:5 405 10 15 20 25
Oil debris mass. mg

Figure 5-Otdput ,offuzzy·logic model.
tile oil debris data.

Prior to discussing method for feature extrac-
tion. itmay be beneficial for the reader 1.0 get a
fee], for the amount of debris measured by the oil

No gear damage occurred during experiments debris sensor and the amount of damage to one
9-16. Oil. debris mass measured at test completion tooth. Applying the definition of destructive pit-
is I,i ued in Table 4. Al the completion of experi- ling. 25% of tooth surface contact area for one
ment 10, 5.453 mg of debris wru measured, yet no tooth for these experiment is approximately
damage occurred, This re ult is more than the 0.043 cm2• A '0.04 em diameter pit, assumed
debris measured during experiment 7 (3.381 mg) spherical in shape. is equivalent to 0.26 mg of oil
when initial pitting wa ob erved, This result and debris mass. This mass is calculated based on the
ob ervations made from the data collected during density used by the sensor software for-calculating
experiments when damage occurred made it obvi- mas. If 0.04 em diameter pits densely covered
ous that simple linear correlation could not be 25% of the urface area of one tooth, it would be
used to obtain the feauires for damage level from equivalent to approximately 9 mg. Unfortunately.
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mum amount of debris measured when initial pit- of pitting damage. In this process, the member-
ring occurred (experiment 7). The former was ship functions for each feature state were defined
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damage is not always densely distributed on 25%
of a single tooth, but is distributed across many

teeth, making accurate measures of material
removed per tooth extremely difficult.

Several predictive analysis techniques were

reviewed to obtain the best feature to predict

damage levels from the oil debris sensor. One

technique for detecting wear conditions in gear
systems is by applying statistical distribution

methods to particles collected from lubrication

systems (Ref. 15). In tills reference, mean parti-

cle size, variance, kurtosis and skewness distrib-
ution characteristics were calculated from oil

debris data collected off-line. The wear activity
was determined by the calculated size distribu-
tion characteristics. In order to apply this data 10

on-line debris data, calculations were made for
each reading number for each bin. Mean particle
size, relative kurtosis and relative skewness were
calculated for each reading for six of the experi-
ments with pitting damage. Ir was not possible,
however, to extract a consistent feature that
increased in value from the data for allexperi-
ments, This may be due to the random nonlinear

distribution of the damage progression across all

56 teeth. For this reason, a more intelligent fea-

ture extraction system was analyzed and will be
discussed in the following paragraphs.

When defining an intelligent feature extrac-

tion system, the gear states that a person plans to

predict must be defined. Due to the overlap of the

accumulated mass features, three primary states
of the gears were identified: OK (no gear dam-

age), inspect (initial pitting) and damage
(destructive pitting). The data from Table 2 was
plotted in Figure 4. Each plot is labeled with
experiment numbers 1~6. The triangles on each
plot identify the inspection reading numbers. The
triangles circled indicate the reading number

when destructive pitting was first observed. The
background color indicates the OK, inspect and

damage states. The overlap between the states is

also identified with a different background color.
The changes in states for each COIOf were defined
based on data shown in Tables 2-4. Tbe mini-

mum and maximum debris masses measured dur-
ing experiments 1-6 when destructive pitting was

first observed were used to define the upper limit
of the inspect scale and the lower limit of the
damage scale, respectively. The maximum

amount of debris measured when no damage
occurred (experiment 10) was above the mini-

used as the lower limit of the inspect state. The

next largest mass measured when no damage

occurred (experiment 13) was used as the upper
limit of the OK scale.

Fuzzy logic was used to extract an intelligent
feature from the accumulated mass measured by
the oil debris sensor. Fuzzy logic was chosen

based on the results of several studies to compare

the capability of production rules, fuzzy logic and
neural nets. One study found fuzzy logic the most

robust when monitoring transitional failure data
on a gearbox (Ref. 7). Another study comparing

automated reasoning techniques for condition-

based maintenance found fuzzy logic more flexi-
bie than standard logic because it made
allowances for unanticipated behavior (Ref. 14).
Fuzzy logic applies fuzzy set theory to data,
where fuzzy set theory is a theory of classes with

unsharp boundaries and the data belongs in a set
based on its degree of membership (Ref. 20). The
degree of membership can be any value between

o and 1.
Defining the fuzzy logic model requires inputs

(damage detection features), outputs (state of

gear), and rules. Inputs are the levels of damage,
and outputs are the states of the gears.

Membership values were based on the accumu-
lated mass and the amount of damage observed
during inspection. Membership values are

defined for the three levels of damage: damage

low, damage medium and damage high. Using
the mean-of-the-maximum (MOM), fuzzy-logic

defuzzification method, the oil debris mass mea-
sured during the six experiments with pitting
damage was entered into a simple fuzzy-logic
model created using commercially available soft-
ware (Ref. 6). The output of this model is shown
on Figure 5. Threshold Iimits for the accumulat-

ed mass are identified for future tests in the spur
gear fatigue test rig. Results indicate accumulat-

ed mass is a good predictor of pitting damage on

spur gears and fuzzy logic is a good technique for
setting threshold limits that discriminate between
states of pitting wear.

Conclusions
The purpose of this research was to first veri-

fy that accumulated mass predicts gear pitting

damage when using an inductance-type, on-line
oil debris sensor. Then, using accumulated mass
as the damage feature, the purpose was to identi-
fy a method to set threshold limits for damaged
gears that discriminate between different levels



based on the level ofdamage ..From thi data, and

a simple fuzzy-logic model, accumulated mass

measured by an oil debris sensor combined with

fuzzy-logic analysi technique can be u ed [0

predict transmi sion health. Applying fuzzy logic

incorporates deci ion making inl.O the diagnostic

proce s that improves. fault detection and
decreases fa! e alarms.

This approach has several benefit compared
with using the accumulated mass and an arbitrary

thre ho.ld limit for determining if damage has
occurred. One benefit is that it eliminates the
need for an expert diagnostician to analyze and
interpret the data since the output would be one
of three states: OK,. inspect and shutdown. Since

benign debri may be introduced into the system
due '10 periodic in pections, setting the lower

limit above this debris level will minimize false
alarms, In addition to me e benefits. a more

advanced system can be designed with logic built

i.n to minimize thee operational effect . Future
tests are planned to collect data from gears with

initial pitting 10 better define the inspect region of
the model andthe severity of gear damage. Te t

are planned for gears of different sizes to deter-

mine if a relationshipean be developed between
damage levels and tooth surface contact area to
minimize the need for extensive tests to develop

the membership functions for the threshold levels.

Update
Due to the success of oil debris analysis in

predicting damage 011 the spur gear fatigue rig •
an oil debris sen or was installed on the NASA
spiral bevel gear te t facility. and further te 1

were run. Detail of that re earch are found in the
report "Spiral Bevel Gear Damage Detection

Using Decision Fusion Analysis:' available at

www.gn:.nasa.gov. 0

This aniclel also ,appeared in the proceedings o'
Ihe 141h International COM'AJ)EMI ICond,ision
Monitoringl & Diagnoslic Engineering Manag,e-
ment) Conglf8ss. September 4-6,. .211111'iin
Manc'hester. U.K.
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The Alignment of
High Speed Gears

Synopsis
This paper reviews the necessity for

detailed specification. design and manu-
facture to achieve required performance
in service. The precise definition of duty
raring and a thorough understanding of
the environmental conditions. whether it
is in a marine or industrial application. is

required to predict reliable performance
of a gearbox through its service life. A
case study relating to complex marine
gear and other general practice is pre-
ented to review the techniques used 'by

Allen Gears to design and develop a
gearbox that integrates with the require-
ments of the whole machinery installa-
tion. Allen Gears has considerable expe-
rience in the design of a variety of indus-
trial and marine gears (Ref. I. 2). The
requirements of different type of instal-
lations are reviewed to study the impli-
cations on gear alignment, Particular

Photo J-Fast patrol boat Jor Royal Nav)'
,a/alWay.

types of gearboxes have been developed
in recent year to achieve more accurme
alignment while also reducing the size
and cost of a drive system.

Introduction
The design of gearboxesfor marine

and industrial application requires
exhaustive techniques to as ure the
mechanical integrity of rotating haft
and bearings for transmitting the duty
power. Tbe same magnitude of resources
is now applied to understanding. tructur-
al displacements and the consequent
effect on gear mesh misalignment and
stress overload factors.

Project. design activity has increased 10

allow more detailed understanding of
how the gearbox performance is affected
by the supporting and connecting equip-
ment and the applied external loading.
Modern analysis techniques allow for
very detailed modeling of the gearbox
and propulsion system by including all
relevant equipment from the gas turbine
to the water jet using finite element analy-
is. FEA models give dis pi acements ofall

gearbox flanges and bearing support
blocks. as well a tres distribution and
system natural frequencies. This informa-

luxury yachts. Gearboxes for high- peed
patrol boat in monohull, surface effect
ship and hovercraft have been de igned
by Allen Gear for combinations of gas
turbines (Rolls-Royce Allison, Pratt &
Whitney and General Electric Co.),
diesel engine and hydraulic motors driv-
ing water jet or propellers for main
propulsion. Installation have used gas
turbines with rated powers up to 10,000

kW andinput speeds lip to 16.000 rpm.
with ves el speeds lip 10 60-70 knot .

The general configuration of gear-
box deign have included CODOG
(COmbined Die el. Or Gas turbine) and
single-input, single-output ill "c" or ..z..
layout. Recent gearbox designs have
been carried out to satisfy (he require-
ment of Del Norske Veritas (ONV) rules
for high speed. tight craft, DNV is an
organization that produces rules for
design of equipmeat, including hip

propulsion systems.
The gear teeth are rated in accordance

with DNV Calculation ote 41.2 (gener-
ally based on the requirements of ISO
6336). The design rules extend to the
mechanical strength at full-load torque.
shock loading. fatigue loading due to

lion is an advantage to. the gear de igner water jet aeration and the as . menl of
because of the increased understanding of
various factors internal and external to the
gearbox tilat can jntluence gear align-
ment. Confidence that the gear will oper-

ale atisfactorily at the rated power for the
required life reduce Ii k for the gear
manufacturer and the end user,

Gearboxes for High Speed Craft
The experience of marine gearing

gear alignment in the extremes of opera-
Don. The classification rules give nominal
magnitudes of shock for a specific dum-
tion for passenger. cargo or patrol-and-re -
cue craft. the highest being 69 rn.s-2. or an
acceleration of 60 m/sJ , for a duration of
0.050 seconds. This shock level is attrib-
uted to vertical lamming relative to the
type of ve el in ea condsions.

Loading on lite propulsion system Ca._IIwithin (he author's company in recent
years has been related 10 high- peed, lighl also include vertical, transverse and Ion-

Figllre l-An overlay cilart' and thetevei ft Ior avari f ~.. . I d . -. - ~. f
ofacc14racy required from the form gear era t 10]' a variety 0 applications, me u - gitudmal accelerations nr a particular
grinder.ing naval patrol boats and high-speed, I number of cycles as deemed appropriate
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(0 the design of a. vessel.

Gear Design am)1 Alwgnment
aval marine gearboxes are generally

designed to be lightweight while having
onerou requirements for optimizing
toolh loading and gear alignment. U is
not proposed to gi e extensive derails of
'the design of such a gearbox. but to give
an overview and discllss areas thnt influ-
ence gear tooth alignment.

A general contiguranonuses an aJu-
mi'nium-fab.ricated gearca e with hori-
zontal and vertical joints 10 allow for
ease of separation and support lines of
gas turbin input, intermediate shafts. i
dieselinputand water jet output haft" I

iThe gearshatt can be supported by a I

combinauon of rolling element and i
hydrodynamic bearings. both of which!
can be designed [0 provide a means of i
adju l:ing gear alignment. The CODOG i
gearboxes have automatic changeover i
from gas turbine to diesel drive. which i
achieved by elf-synchronizing clutches
and a multiplaie clutch with two-stage
pres ure engagement (Ref. 3), The gear-
boxes de igned for the e applications
generally hove integral lubricating oil
sYlolems and become complex w.ith the
extern of pipework, pumping. cooling
and coneol hardware to satisfy space
re trictions.

Gear elements are designed and man-
ufaerured in either ca e-carbunzed or
gas-nitrided steels for the primary and

alignment occurring in tile same direc-
tion for an loading case . The econd
eorreeti n is crowning. which will take
account of tho e mi alignment that can
cause tooth overload. m either end of the
face width.

Once these Jongirudlnel correction
have been establi hed, they are com-
bined with any end relief and u ed to cal-
culate a set of coordinate alue th i are
suitable for input to the' computer-con-
trolled form gear grinder. This ensures
minimal deviation from the design inlenl
to that manufactured and removes an ele-
m nl of PO" ible influence on gear align-
ment. An example of the overlay chart
and (he accuracy required is shown in

Figure 2:.....,4. gentmt;"· elevtuion !Viewof tile prtJplI/sio" SI .tem.
dictions of structural displacements are lion are applied to the teeth at each mesh
\I ed iln the design of gear tooth grinding in the gearbox. One is a fixed change of
reliefs. As staled. the magnitude of distor- helix angle. "torsional correction .... to
lions can be predicted by finite element take account of the fixed amount of nus-
modeling ofthe gearcase a sembly, with
loads applie-d [0 represent the full range of
operating conditions. The predicted
movements of gear-shaft. bearing hous-
ings can be directly related to gear align-
ment, and helix-angle corrections tan be
calculated,

he finite element analysis of the
gearbox. and support sy tern i carried out
for a number of combination of the load-
ling condition . At one end of the range
would be elf-weight plu tran mined
torque, while at the other end would be
these two cases plus. all the maximum. ea
conditions. including slamming. This
ensure the gearcase and support system
are ubjected to the range of loading like-

secondary reduction-gear meshes. A Iy 1.0 be e perienced under ervke condi-
review of a particular gearbox ill provid- tions,

. . I

ed later wherelhe gears have been From each of the loading cases. the

I
i
I
i
i
I
i
ii Engineerim; {I.\" {/ design ellgi-

teeth and hence premature failure in these irJeef 011 sublllllrille main
i propulsion gear/fig, l,erfomring
i design studies ami ll/pponing

In order 10 reduce the e high over- ! georboxes Oil lesl and ill sen'-
~ I

of high-speed and loaded gears. the pre- loads. two forms of longitudinal correc- i ice wilh lire Roya! Navy.
www.po'wer',.ansmission.com. www ..gBllrtecllll0/ogy ..com • IGIEAIR IEC'IINDlDGY .•. JANUARY/FEBR,lJARV 2003, 1'9

designed 10 DNV rules •.and a number 0:1"

specific observations will be presented
.relating to lhh proce: s, Rating of th
gear teeth to D V complies with limit
that Allen Gears ha e hi [oricaIly speei-
fied in term of urface load and specifi
bending. but with ome exceptions. The
main difference eb erved u ing DNV is
in 'the cuffing capacity and the require-
men! for a greater effective ca e depth (at
400 HV) than would be required when
rating a nitrided gear to other rule.

As is common with all manufacturers

gearcase deflections at all of the bearing
position' are extracted from the finite ele-
ment result, From these deflections, the
slope of each shaft line along the line of
action of each gear mesh is established.
These slope values indicate the misalign-
ment due to loading of each mesh within
the gearbox. Without helix modification
(0 the gear teeth. the e misalignments will
cause hlgh overloads at the ends of the

areas.

IKevanWhittle,
is chie] engineer {I/ Allen
Gears, wi/hill lire industria!
business section of Rolls-
Royce, mOmlKifll( Ihe produc;
dl'sign GIld developmen: oj low
and 1,lg/. spud gearboxes for
industrial and morineapplica-
lions. IVlrillie is a chartered
mechanical ef'gllJeer trained
willi fatal! LJd. s transmission
division. .tli: tater worked/or
Ir,ckers SlJiplmildirlg and

http://www.po'wer',.ansmission.com.
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Figure 1. The capability of the form

grinding machine tool gives the great-

est possible control to minimize manu-

facturing error, with a process capable
of machine-grinding to master gear

quality and helix alignment. of around

0.005 mm.
General industrial gears are manufac-

tured to ISO 1328 Grade 4 with machine

adjustments being made to keep profile
and helix errors Within specified toler-

ances, Allen gears are manufactured to
ISO 1328 Grade 4 (AGMA Grade 12).

The alignment of the teeth is set by

initially meshing the gear element in the
gear case while supported by accurately

machined low-clearance bearings and

then grinding the gear teeth to have con-
forming helix angles. This sets the static
gear alignment and correct for any errors

resulting from the manufacture of the
gears, case and bearings.

AJW Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing souroect spiral gear roughing
and finishing cutters and bodies.

I We also can manufacture new spiral;
, cutter bodies in diameters of 5" through 12"
I at present.
I .
I AIW can also supply rou~hing and finishing

cutters for most 5"-12" diameter bodies.

Whether it's service' or manufacturing, con-
sider us as an alternative source, for cutters
and bodies.
You'll be in for a pleasant. surprise.

NEWI! Hob and Shaper 'Cutter Resharpening
is now available at AI'N Systems 'Company Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

"fel: (248) 544-3852· Fax: (248) 544·3922

is considered that, to get the best indica-
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Static alignment is verified by rotat-

ing the gears slowly and visually observ-

ing tile contact pattern between the

meshing teeth. Proof of the mesh is
obtained by witnessing the contact mark-
ings resulting from blue lacquer trans-

ferred from pinion to wheel, the thick-

ness of lacquer being around O.f}{}3 mm.
The gear tooth reliefs are subsequent-

ly applied and include end relief, helix-

angle correction, and crowning. A static
m.isatignment is con equendy introduced
in the gear mesh but ensures that, when

operating at full power, the teeth will be
aligned and within design limits,

Mounting System. andFEA Model,

The drive configuration and modelis
of a gearbox, gas turbine, gas turbine
enclosure, support frame and resilient

shock mounts. The model 'of the propul-
sion package included the connections

between the support frame and the hull
1 mounting point, which spanned orne

four separate lateral bulkhead structures
manufactured from a sandwich compos-
ite material. A sandwich composite con-

sists of two glass-reinforced plastic
(GRP) plates wi,th a compound "sand-
wiched" in between. Detailed finite ele-

ment modeling of the system would
prove the integrity of the propulsion sys-

tem under severe load conditions expect-
ed at sea. A general elevation view of me

machinery is shown in Figure 2.

A model can be created 'using, for
example, version 5.3 of the ANSYS suite

of software. Elastic straight pipe ele-
ments and 3-D beam elements are com-

bined to create the gearcase, or the struc-

ture that holds the gears and bearings in
place, a well a to develop shafts and
system connections. To correctly model
the total mass at a particular center of
gravity, structural mass elements are

used. The gearbox and gas turbine are
balled to the mounting frame while a
flexible coupling connects the two
assemblies. In the model, the gearbox
and gas turbine are rigidly connected to a

support frame by a system of constraint
equations, the frame being a combination
of four-and eight-node shellelement . It

http://www.ge.artechno.logy.c,o.m-
http://www.poweTtr.ansmissio'n.,com
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Modeling work was conducted in par-

allel with the gearbox detail design activ-
ity and provided detailed requirements for

methods of upporting the gearcase 10

achieve the necessary alignment of the

gear to the gas turbine, The support of the
propulsion unit was through 1.6 rubber
mounts, which were modeled as unidirec-
tional nonlinear spring elements to repro-
duce the force defl.ection curves speci-

tied. The resilient mount elements had a
range of stiffness and dynamic magnifiers
to allow the support frame to deflect in a
controlled manner.

Analysis of the propul ion system
model gave the following outputs:

la) dynamic behavior of the assembly toL..- ---::....- ---JI i
1 allow correct positioning of support
ii structures, shown in Figure 4;
i b) stresses and deflection of the gearcase~--------------------,I !I 1 at ihe gear-element bearing supports;

I !~ c) angular misalignment of haft cou-
plings;

d) natural frequencies of the propulsion
package; and

'e) maximum displacement of the assem-
blyunder hock loading,

This extensive analysis work allows
the gear de igner to gain detailed specifi-
calion on condition of operation and
provides data on the wor t po sible oper-
ating mode for the gear tooth alignment
Thi provide the means to optimize the
gearca e design and stiffness and to min-
imize weight.

DNV Rating
Allen Gears has a long history of

designing and rating gear teeth to a range
of international standards, including

AGMA 2001, American Petroleum
Industrie (API) 613, Lloyd's Rules,

which involvesthe de ign of gearboxes
for industrial machinery, and more

recently !DNV Classification Note 41.2
(Ref. 4). Most of the above calculations

areperforrned using in-house computer-

ized Fortran routines and are interactive
programs that allow the user to evaluate
various design options rather than simply
rate a gear pair. The programs allow
designers to have a baseline gear pair
automatically selected ba ed on II parricu-

lioll of final gear alignment the total

system must be modeled and therefore
includes the ship's hull, which was rep-

resented by beam elements with three
translational and three rotational

degrees of freedom, value of which
were supplied by the naval. architects.

An isometric view of the model is

shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3---,.4n isomemc model of tile total
p.~opl~ls.iollsystem using persian 5.3 ,of tll,e
A SYS .sofh!.tarl!suite.

F,igure4-Model ,analysis of ,integrated
gas tu.riJine propulsion sys.tem •.

PrDce8s 'G_ ar has been a
leader in the custom gear
industry slnoe194.2. Process
Gear is capable of prodUCing
parts up to AGMA Class 12
with tlie documentation and
process control tliat comes
with M&MO Precision Gear
analysls. Customer appli-
cations range from power
transmissions, construction
equipment, HVAC, hydraulic
pumpsandl printing trade~
equipment.

Senga' Industries is a
precision custom injection
molder speciali~ing In gears
and ,engineered plastic parts.
lBengal serves a wide variety
of markets including auto-
motive, medical, industrial,
HVAC and children's prod-

I ucts.

Process Gear
3860- T Nortn Rrm Road
Schiller Park, IL 60176
(847) 671-1631
Fax (847) 671·6840
WIIW.processgear.com

Bengal' IndIIslrIes
11~ 531\1S\!m HIlnh
Clearwater, FL 33160
(7)572-4249
hx r27J 573·2428
WIIW.bengalindustri6.oom
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lar input power, speed, ratio, etc. Also,
the programs give options to change any
feature and have remaining features
recalculated instantly. The programs cal-
culate the gear service factors and data to

define the salient points of the gearbox
design that are suitable for supplying to a
customer and to create manufacturing
drawings.

DNV rating of gear teeth allows for
finite and infinite life assessments of a
gear pair for one or more load cases and
gives service factors for contact, bending
and scuffing resistance. As previously dis-
cussed, there are a number of points that

l000~------------------------'
950
900
850

_800
~750
-;;700
~650
-2600
~550

500
450
400
350
3000L--O.-12-5--0-.2-5-0-.3-7-5-0-.5---0.6-2-5--0.7-5--0.8~75

Case Depth {mm)

Chrome, Molybdenum

~ Chrome,
Molybdenum,
Vanadium

Figure 5-The difference between actual
case depth profile fora 3% chromium-
11IoiybdelJU11Initriding steel and a J.4%
chrome-molybdenllm-Valladium steel.

nitrided gears. Scuffing assessments for
flash and bulk.temperatures' tooth overload
factors, which relates to the prediction of
scuffing between two meshing gears also
should be looked into further.

The size factor Zr is particularly oner-
ous for the rating of nitrided gears.
Nitrided gear tooth permissible stresses
can be reduced by approximately 40%

when

Zr= (
30t 400

Pc )
0.4--::-:1.=20..,..,0__

OJ Hlim

are worthy of further discussion, including Suitable materials exist that produce a difficult to procure oils with the required
calculation of case depth "size factor" for case depth versus hardness curve that FZG capacity. Allen Gears have specific

minimizes the effect of this penalty to rules on allowable flash temperatures
around 30%. However, it is not Allen
Gears' experience that nitrided gears have
such a poor surface fatigue strength.

Comparisons of the actual case depth
profile for a 3% chromium-molybdenum
nitriding steel and a 1.4% chrome-molyb-
denum-vanadium steel is shown in Figure
5 to demonstrate the increased depth
achieved at 0.7 mm at 400 HY. Under
most circumstances, the designer would
endeavor to choose carburizing steels
where the case depths achieved easily
produce a factor Zx = 1. This does, how-

ever. introduce limitations on the con-
struction of large gear wheels a:nd com-
promise the objective of lightweight COn-

struction.
Scuffing assessment to DNV consists

of integral and flash temperature caIcu.la-
tions, To achieve satisfactory safety mar-
gins, the specified oil load carrying
capacity must be around. FZG 12. To stop
asperity contact, the oils must provide a
fiLmthickness between two gear flanks.

Oils with a low load capacity are like-
ly to suffer from pitting and scuffing.
With mineral oils having a viscosity
grade of ISO VO 32 or 46, it becomes

and have had virtually no. failures
through scuffing. The requirements of
DNV are onerous and make Allen Gears'
current limits and practice unacceptable.

Alignment of Industrial Gearboxes
Alignment of gear teeth and the

resulting overloads across the gear face
widths in parallel shaft gears is con-
trolled by the structural integrity.
Loading on input and output shaft bear-
ings is influenced by the stiffness and
alignment capability of the connecting
shafts and coupLings, and the modeling
work carried out on marine gears is vital
to verify the integrity of the high speed
couplings and also to prevent limits
being exceeded on the connecting equip-
ment's shaft bearings. The particular
case study discussed in this paper used a
membrane coupling with a length of 870
mm and had finite limits on axial, lateral
and angular misalignment The FEA
model confirmed that these would not be
exceeded in service.

The requirement to accurately align
the gearbox to connecting equipment is
key to satisfying gear tooth alignment
and is more critical on some epicyclic
gear products depending on coupling
design features. The general configura-
tion of a single-reduction star arrange-
ment is shown in Figure 6. The gear clus-

Figure 6-Tlle general configuratiol' of a single-reduction star arrangement in an ter can be configured into a range of
epicyclic gear product. gearcases to provide free-standing,
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engine-mounted or generator-mounted

arrangements.

Figure 6 show the generator-mounted

gearbox where alignment of the gears is
obtained by accurately locating the gear
onto the driven (generator) shaft. Thi pro-

vide benefi ts in the package efficiency
where there are no low-speed haft bear-

ings and benefits by reducing the gearbox
length. cost and weight. Alignmenl of the
input and output shafts is critical to control
misahgnmem of the gear teeth and is
achieved by accurate machining. assembly

and measurement duri ng the installation
procedure. Any errors in alignment of the
gearease when attached 10 !he generator
will transfer through to the high-peed
shafl via the gear mesh,

Accurate high-speed shaft alignment

wa traditionally achieved by manual
methods using dial indicators. and the
process could lake approximately 24
hour. Indications would be that. tbe
equipment was in alignment. but the set-

ting was carried out with a gearbox hav-
ing no installed gears or bearing . The
dial dock was filled to [he driven (out-

puu equipment shaft and then checked to \
the gearcase driver (inpul) end and

adjustments made. Consequently, when
the gears were fitled, an alignment error

was introduced due to ihe additional

overhung rna .
Current techniques allow the equip-

ment to be aligned in eight hours u ing
electronic methods. Displacement probes

can be fitted tothe fully assembled gear-
box. The gearbox is then driven, with out-
puts from the probe being processed by a
personal computer to calculate misalign-

ment and any necessary adjustments.
The customer support team within

Allen Gears is regularly involved in the
installation of gears and have a direct
contribution to gearboxes in a variety of
applications. from large water turbines 10

small higlil-ga turbines. In marine
propulsion. the technology for aligning
parallel-shaf gears and couplings ha
advanced in recent. years with the use of

laser alignment. which is accurate 10

0.002 mm across distances of 5 m.

Concluding Remarks
Complex gearcases and shaft arrange-

ments can now be designed and analyzed

using FEAlechniques to gain greater assur-
ances on the safe performance of the sys-

tem under load. Industrial gearboxes tend
to be designed around a general type of
configuration where structural integrity is

known and is easily predicted. Also, the
designs have evolved in recent years to

allow for 'easier installation, and equip-
ment/methods have also changed to
improve the accuracy of the installation.

Calculations and predictions of align-
ment are critical to tJ1C validation of a gear
de ign, and access to information on struc-

tural stiffness is key ro determining the

magnitude of the face overload factor and
is easily extracted :Fearn an FEA model.

Customers are demanding this level of
analysis to lower the ri k associated with
main propulsion gearboxes.

The rating of gear teeth to DNV marine
requiremeats can. in some circumstances.
result in a larger gear pairtban would be
required to satisfy other standard .. Current
work within the British Gear Association
involves researching the technology required
to enhance material and lubrication technolo--
gy to enable the optimum design to be
obtained and to address thjs problem. 0
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Experimental Characterization
of Bending Fatigue Strength

lin Gear' lei lethi
S.B ..IRao'and D.H. McPherson

Introduction
The effort de cribedin [hi paper addresses a de ire in the

gear industry to increase power densities and reduce co ts of
geared transmi sioas, To achieve these objecnves, new materi-
al and manufacturing proce es, utilized in the fabrication of
gears, are being evaluated. mnthis effort, me first priority is to
comparethe performan e of gears fabricated u ing the e new
alloy and proces e w.ith th e fabricated using current materi-
al and proce es. However. once lhal p.riori.IY is satisfied. it
rapidly transforms to requiring accurate design data to utilize
these nove] materials and proce sscs, This paper de. cribe the
effort to addres one aspect of this design data requirement.

One of the modes of failure of a gearl.oolh results from
breakage in the foot fillet area, While sudden overloading
(impact) can precipitate thi type of failure, it u ually occurs in
practice due to bending fatigue, While consideration of sudden
overloads is important in the de ign of gears. it i .not the 'topic
of (hi . paper.

This article deals with bending fatigue failures in gear teeth.
It describes tile current method of experimentally characterizing
bending strength and the deficiencies ohhi. method. The paper
0.1a di cusse an, alternate approach being developed to address
those deficieneie and to obtmn and disseminate more accurate
data characterizing bending fatigue trength,

B ndin .Fatigue
The cyclical nature of the loading of gear teeth in a transmis-

sion is. the cause of bending fatigue. The origins of bend ing fatigue
failure' typically are imperfection in the urtaee of the root fillet
(e.g., tanting "witn "". marks)' or nonmetalllc inclusions near the
urface, era k.s lowly propagate around tile origin until the dam-

aged area reaches the critical size for the case material at the pre-
vailing stress level. For hardened. high-carbon material typicalJy
used for gears. Llili' critical sizeis so smallthat cracks at this stage
are very difficult to detect. WlIen the crack reaches the critical. size,
ir "pups" throughl.he case (i.e., Uile entire case fractures in one or
a. few cycles), At ·lhis point. the .rigidity of the tooth i reduced
(compliance increases) and lmnsmission error increases SigDi,fi-
cantly, This produces a readily det table increase in noise and
vibration, and represen failure.
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is a research engineer ill the Drivetrain Technofogy Center at Ihe Applied
Research Laboratory oj The Pennsvlvuniu Slate Untversity: His researet:
interests indude performanee chafllcreriZlltian of materia! ystems for gear-
ing, CO/lWeifatigue. surfuce /ol'agraphy characteriuuion, bending [attgue.
g.earfatigue and gear lIlanujaclilring.

C,rtll' of SPI~'
B_llflll

Figure 1--1B·BlIdlngl :S1res.s. calculaliDn ·IDr IplIl'geaT.
While each situation can be differellt, in most instance'.

there is enough time between the onset of increased vibration
and catastrophic failure for a vibration monitoring system to
give sufficient warning to permit an orderly shutdown of 'the
equipment The mechaah In thatallows this is the reduced com-
pliance of the cracked to tho which transfer orne of the load [0

adjacent teeth. The lower load. and the lower hardnes oFlhe
core, results in lower era k propagation. Thi allow a brief
interval. between the occurrence of detectable cracking and frac-
ture of the toolh. This feature nOI.wilhslanding•.tooth fracture is
the most catastrophic form of gear failure. and a substantial por-
tion of gear test programs are dedicated to obtaining sufficient
data to minimize ils occurrence in service.

Dr. Sur1en lB. Rao
is a senior scientist at lire Applied Researr:1ILaboratory of The
Pennsylvania State University ill Stall! GJltege. PA. and managing director
oJrlll! Gear Re.w.'arcIJ Institute, which is located at riJeuniversity: HiJ [)fi·

mary researrl; interests are In till' lIf!'a ojmmJl/[acl!lring ami materials
related It) mechanical power transmission components and systems.

Dougll'as R. McPherson

http://wwW.pOw,II'''flnSmissi,fJ.D.com
http://Iwww.gB.a,tec.b'Ro.lolIy.com


(scuffing, pitting, wear, etc.) that affect running gears. This allows
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Bending Stress Computations For Root Fillets
Bending stresses are computed based on the assumption that

the gear tooth is a cantilever beam with a stress concentration at its
supported end. AGMA rating tandards determine the fonn of the
cantilever beam from the solution presented by Lewis, and u e a
corresponding stress concentration factor. ISO (and DIN) stan-
dards use different proportions for the beamand determine the
stress concentration factor in a correspondingly different manner.
Only the AGMA approach will be discussed here.

Figure 1 shows a spur gear tooth with a point load applied at
the highest point of single tooth contact. This point of loading
corresponds to the highest bending stress when there is effective
load sharing between gear teeth. Specimen gears used in rig
tests should have effective load sharing. so this is the appropri-
ate point of loading for determining bending stress in rig tests.
For gears tested in single-tooth bendingfat:igue, the actual point
of loading established by the test fixture hould be used in cal-
culating bending stresses.

The Lewis parabola is drawn from the point the load line
intersects the center of the gear tooth and is tangent to the root
fillet. The methods used to lay out this parabola vary depending
on how the root form is generated, and tile full particulars are
lengthy and presented in detail elsewhere (Ref. I). TIle critical
height and width are determined from the Lewis parabola as
shown on Figure .I. The angle between the load line and a nor-
mal to the tooth center .is termed the load angle (it differs [rom
the pressure angle at the point of loading because of the thick-
ness of the tooth). The bending stress is thus:

rrw __

For additionaC informalton on fi§lU
Burn'dUPg and/or functional !k!1L

lMJ:!"ction visit our website or:
www.t.lWgears.com

Heartland
1205 36m A-..m.'WIsI

A.Iexm'wkm, MIN $6:D US"
.... 13201 16NI'82
Moo· /3201 16'!-5260

E-maI::. dwgNrsOftiHlip<CiOm

Bending Stre s::::: Load 'cos (Load Angle)
Face Width

[
-6· h tan (Load Angle) ]

• ---- K
s2 S J

s = Critical Width from Lewis Parabola
II =. Critical Height from Lewis Parabola

K, ""Stress Concentration Factore H + ( ~ t (~t
r'" Minimum Fillet Radius

H = 0.331 - 0'.436 • (Nominal Pressure Angle - Radians)
L = 0.324 - 0.492 • (Nominal Pressure Angle - Radians)

M = 0.261 + 0'.545· (Nominal Pressure Angle - Radians)

This equation for bending sire S can be derived from first prin-
ciples or from AGMA standards by taking the forms of relevant for-
mulas pertinent to spur gears and euing all design factors at unity.
A similar formula can be developed for helical gears.

Single. Tooth Fatigue CSTF')Test
The single-tooth fatigue test is used to generate a statistically

significant quantity of bending fatigue data at a comparatively low
price. Teeth are tested one at a time with a fixed loading point.
Consequently, failure will not occur via the other mechanisms
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generation of bending fatigue data at comparatively high cycles
without risk of losing tests to other modes of failure. Another C051-

saving measure is that four 01" more tests can be conducted with
each gear specimen.

Test Eqrlipmellt. A gear is placed ill a.11 Me so that one tooth
at a time can be loaded while another tooih supports the reaction.
The test. is usually done ill an elccuohydraulic, servo-controlled

universal test machine. The primary object of this test is to deter-
min fatigue propenies in bending. However. the same setup can be
used 10 determine illgle overload propertie (ultimate bending
trengthjas well. Frequently. ,en ugh teeth are tested 10 develop a

stress-cycle diagram to define the bending fatigue characteristics of
the material system.

Several arrangemeats for loading can be con idered, One fixuae
arrangement is illusnated in .Figure 2. This haws The Boeing Co.
Ilexural de:.ign, which appears to nave found favor wilh the aero-
space sector. This fixture is designed for a 32-t00lh. 5.333 DP. 318"
face width spurgearwith several teeth removed Lo provide access '10

,test and reaction teeth, 'The gear is rigidly supported on .:1 shaft load
is applied lhrough a carbide block contacting the test toolh at the
higbest point of single tooth contact The loading block L held in the
specified orienlali n to the gear by a flexwalloadL~ arm. This flex-
ural design ensures accurate loading of the gear tooth with minimal
migration oflhe point ofioading. Reaction is carried tbJ:'Ougfia block
contating !.hereaction tooth al the lowest point. of. ingle tooth COIl-

1aC1. l.oac.I is cycled from the peeified test load 10 a minimum .load
hj/;-h enough 10keep the slack in the system taken up (usually 10% of
the t t load). While mosl testing is conducted at 20 Hz. IlIher fre-
quencies are also possible. The fatigue lest machine is insnumeated
[0 monilor instantaneous loads :md loo/h deflections, Changes ill
compliance can be utilized fOl'lllUnitoring crack initiation and prop-
agation in the rool fillet region. (n addition. a crack wire can be incor-
porated to monsor catastrophic tooth failure. Typical fatigue load
capacity of such types of equipment is in the range of IO.()(X)....20.00J
lbs ... ollhough higher loads. up to I [0,(0) 100.• can be used for single
overload tests,

A eccnd fixture arrangement is iIIu trated in Figure 3, and
it appears to have found favor with many ther indu try eg-

merus, This, fixture utilizes a
34-tooth. 6 DP, I" face width
~pllr gear and is derived
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I Table I lest Data
Legend X - Failure: 0 - Run Out II Specimen Serial Numbers 9,10, and 11. Specimens cut from bar stock, hob bed mots. R loading; 0.1,25 Hertz.
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1II,500 los. I I I I I I

1O,000Ibs.
,

I ! I I I 1 I,

9,500 Ibs. I IX I X -, I
, X X X X il 100%I

X' ~
0 TI

,
61%9.00Qllbs. 0 X IX I I I I

8,500 Ibs. 0
"

0 I IX X 0 I II I I X I 50%
I

8,000 Ibs. II I II 0 II I X I 0 33%

7.'500 Ibs. ~ L-I I 1'---- 0 II II O~I
!

I I i
:1 "7,OOOlbs. I

,
I, ! "

6.500 Ibs. , I
,
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Load I
1 2 3 II 4 5 6 7 8 I 9

I

!II 11 11'2 13 II 14

I

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 Failure
I , I I

II Hate
I

, , I I, , ,

Searching Modified Staircase Test Finite, Life and
Tests Sequence Confirmation Tests

6,500

6.000
1.E+04 l.E+05 Ut06 1.Et07

. LifeCy~
1.E+OS

started at a high load to ensure a failure and then stepped down
until the tooth survives the pecified number of cycles (here 5
million cycles has been selected as a run out limit). The modi-
fied staircase sequence i conducted by testing three specimen
gears in sequence ..If the tested tooth breaks before the spec-
ified limit, the next test is conducted one load step lower; if
it doesn't break by the specified limit, the next test is CDI'I-

ducted one load step higher, After the modified staircase
sequence is completed, additional tests a:reconducted to
ensure that all the specimen gears are tested at the lowest
load. More tests are conducted to develop enough data for
Weibull analysis at two loads resulting in 100% failure .

The load-cycle diagram shown in Figure 4 was devel-
oped from the data in Table 1. Results at 9,000 lbs. and
9.,500 lbs. were analyzed via Weibull stati tical analyse to.
determine lives to 10%, 50% and 90% failure, The failure
rates at 5 million cycles for loads from 7,500-9.500 Ibs.
were analyzed using normal probability concepts to deter-
mine 10%, 50% and 90% failure loads. The curves labeled
GI0 and 050 were then fit "by eye" using 'the re ults of
these analyses as 11 guide. Results are reported in terms of
load vs. cycles, and load can be converted to stress using
the method discussed previously, Comparisons can be made
between groups of gears with the same geometry on a load-
cycle basis, or between gears with differing geometry on a

STF Test .Results
10,000

9,'500

Ii 9,000
0

11 8,500

'" 8,0000
-'
E 1,500=>
E'x 7.000..

.:::E

2 Tests II
1'\'r- J.lspo,l

'\ ~ 1, Spn:H1iin it

r- 1.IS,,"'I~'.J1\ 1, SpDcijrnen 11

I•••h. ~P'<\"".' I

~ I. Spe<~,"~O 1_

Figure 4-load·cyc'le, diagram from STF data.
directly from the SAE Division 33 STF fixture. Fatigue test
loads up to abOUI.15,000 lbs, are fea ible with this fixture, and
single overload tests up to about 50,000 lbs, can be accommo-
dated. These STF fixtures are compact enough to be immersed
in heated fluid; thus, fatigue testing can be conducted at elevat-
ed temperatures, up to 4000E

Specimen Results. Table] summarizes results from a typical
set of STF tests. Testing was conducted in three pha es. Initial
searching tests were conducted to establish loads that would
result in failure in reasonable time. A "modified staircase
sequence" of tests was conducted to develop data at a series of
loads representing 0-100% failure ..Further tests were conduct-
ed to fill in the stress-cycle relationship. Searching tests are stress-cycle basis.
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Relationship; of STF Data to Bending Stftngth
of RUluu~g Gear Teeth

The item of interest to the design community is allowable
bending stress for running gears rather loan STF strength. The
Gear Research ~Ilstitut,e has developed a method to translate
STF results to be comparable to stress results from running
gears. When translating STF data to be comparable to stress
for running gears, several considerations become significant.
While STF data is based on breakage of several teeth all one
gear. breakage of aile tooth all a funning gear constitutes fail-
ure. Consequently, con ideration must be given to the statisti-
cal difference between four, eight, or more data points from a
single STF specimen gear compared to one data point from a
running gear specimen set. Forexample, considering a running
gear with 1.8teeth, 50% failure corresponds to one failure in 36
teeth tested, and 10% failure corresponds to one failure in 180'
teeth tested. Further, in an STF test. loading is varied from
10-100% of the maximum load. In running gears, this cyclical
loading varies from Q-]QOo/t. consequently STF data has to be
adjusted for this difference.

One method to translate STF data to be comparable to bend-
ing stress data on running gears was proposed by the Gear
Research Institute and is described in detail ill Reference 2. It is
briefly discu sed here to explain its complexity. Though reason-
able correlation between the proposed method and experimental
data was obtained, the methodology has deficiencies, as wiIJ
become apparent as .it is presented.

Figure 5 shows the normal probability variant (NPV) plotted
for STF data obtained at various max:imum applied. loads. The
NPV is found in probability tables, such as those in Reference 3,
which are based on the failure rate obtained at the specific load
in the STF tests. Also plotted on Figure 5 are the "Mean" and
'Conservative" fit lines for the load vs, failure rate, the proce-

Semple 1. STf: S.IDI.IDl Cycles:Amltitnt R '" 0,1
SliP T~d Mr1'HfSThrl8-Slgmlloild

5n r----..;-----,.-.:.-F""-.,.....,....,
~r_~I--~--_+--_+---+---+-r~
~~-~I-+--+--4--~--~~1

11.51--+-j-+---+--f--I--+-+--il1

3,000 4.1JJO 5.1JJO &.1m 1.000 8.000 9.000 10.000

FigUl'e5-Mallimum applied load ¥s. normall probability varialll (NPV).
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Sample I STF Test Results Compared to PC STF Tests Conducted at Ambient, PC Tests at 160"F
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I ? 1--10.....
, i I II V
i Translated PC Gl0 'II' I SurfBce durability test that
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o
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Fi!lure &---'S·-'NcurveIDf bending.,

Figure 7-Low-speedl PC test rig.

dureand logic for which are covered in Reference 2.
The power recirculating (PC) specimen gears that have

been used to experimentally obtain bending stress data each had
18 teeth, Thus, 50% failure with PC specimen gears corre-
sponds to one failure in 36 teeth tested, and 10% failure with PC
specimen gears corresponds to one failure in 180. teeth tested.
The normal probability variant for one failure in 36 pieces test-
ed is -1.9145 (from probability tables such as those in Ref. 3),
and that for one failure in 180 pieces tested is -2.5392. The load
corresponding to 50% failure with PC gears is taken from the
mean fit line at NPV = -1.9145, and that corresponding to W%
failures is taken from the conservative fit line at NPV=

II

I II

I I I
1.E+07 1.Et-OB1.E+06

Ufe (Cycles)

aM
1--··_··-

au
y=--------

-2.5392. The aerospace community uses minus three-sigma
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(one failure in 840.84 parts) for the design bending strength
curve. For 18-tooth gears, minus three-sigma corresponds to
one failure in 13,333 teeth tested. The normal probability vari-
ant for this condition is -3,69. The load corresponding to minus
three-sigma is found by drawing a line through the loads select-
ed for 10% and 50% failure with PC gears described above. and
picking off the value at NPV = -3.69.

In the STF test. the load is varied from W% to IOOIJ!of the
maximum load. These R = 0.1. stresses are converted to R = .0
stresses via allowable stress range (ASR) diagram ..The ASR
diagrams are constructed to be representative of brittle materi-
als following the method described in Reference 4. The perti-
nent equations are as follows:

O'A = Alternating Stress = Maximum Stress - Minimum Stress
2

O'M = Mean Sire s = Maximum Stress +Minimum Stress
2

au = Ultimate Stress (Ultimate stress is taken as the bending
stress corresponding to the linear deviation point load from the
fast bend ingle overload test.)
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'Gil I'

y I
These equations can be algebraically manipulated to yield I

the (oHowing expression for R '" 0 tress: i
2 m I

0R.O = [(au + aR) + 4· 'au· 'GR1 - au - 'OR I
Figure 6 how th results of the application of the above i

analy 'is method to ST- data. This figure illustrate the stress- !
cycle diagram showing STF results. PC test re ults and "curves ' I
for STF 050. PC G50. PC GW. and PC minus three-sigma. The j
STF G50 line is laid ill by eye. The other lines are can tructed by I
moving 'the STF G50 line 'the di tan es determined in the fore- t

going analysis. The experimemaily obtained PC 'bending re ults ~
. I

fan very close to the translated Pf' G50 curve. (This particular :
data et was elected because it comprises the longs t-cydePC i
bending failure data in the Gear Research Institute' archives, I
giving a better comparison to the portion of the sire s-cycle rela- I
- . I

tion hip be Idefined by the STF test.) i
In pite of the rea enable corrclaiion between e timaied PC I

bending tres data fcom STF data in Figure 6. the extent of i

aR = Fully Re ersed Stress =
numericalmanipulation propo ed is a drawback. of thi method-
ology. Con equently, a. more direct approach to oblailling thi
data i proposed.

Pow,er Circulating Bending Fatigue Tests
The power circulating bendingtest eliminales the need for

most ofthe statistlcal adjustment described above'. Wtconsists of a
test gear and male gear running in mesh, under load. ill a power
re-circulating (PC or ometimes referred to as a +square) te Irig.
A low-speed rig (rotational speed less than 1.000 revolution per
minute). such as the one shown in Figure 7, i preferred 0 thai
time is available '[0 stop the rig and avoid damage (Q it at the
occurrence of a tooth failure.

Running gears can fail via a number of modes, many of which
are hewn generically in Fi.gure 8. ' on equently the challenge in
conducting succes Iul PC (bending) testing is to design tests
where the other modes of gCM failure do not occur.

The Gear Re earch Institute has conducted power 'circulating
bending fatigue test wi.!h6-pilch specimen gear for a number of
years, and dam has been generated whh carburized steel. gears up
to 50% failure life of about 500,000 cycles wiLham undue innu-
ence from the other failure modes. More recently, data ha been
developed wilh induction hardened steel gears up 10.50% failure life
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of Lmillion cycles, again without undue influence from the other fail-
ure modes, Toaccomplisb this, tests were conducted at high overload
to promotebending failure before pitting would occur, Also, mate
gears were fini bed with considerable (0:002") tip relief to avoid
scoring, However. testing at high overloads at [ow peeds makes
wear an endemic problem.

Further dIorts to minimize wear and improve me accuracy of PC
(bending) tests are ongoing. A brief break-in. starling with room tem-
perature lubricant and reduced load i conducted at the beginning of
each test to redree the ultimate wear rate. The test particulars in Table
II how the current means ofconducling PC (benrnng) tests with gear
failures predominantly in the bending fatigue mode; however, it is
still necessary to menitor wear.

It is desirable to develop' PC bending data of up to 5 million
cycles to 50% failure, to compare more directly to SlF test results.
This is planned with the use of finer pitch specimen gears to reduce
the bending trength relative to urface durability. and finer surface
fini h and better break-in procedure to minimize wear. The case
depth on the finer pilCh . pecimens will be deeper than normal to
avoid subcase fatigue below the contact surface. Such fatigue can be
an issue with longer duration bending tests. In langei duration tests,
subcase cracks will have time 10 propagate to the surface and poten-
tiallylead to untimely bending failure.

Conclusion
Singl'e-tooth bending fatigue testing provides an inexpensive

method to characterize bending performance of gears fabricated from
new alloys using new manufacturing processes, but the needs of the
design community for accurate design allowables have resulted in.a
critical examination of the method required to extract running gear
bending performance predictions from single-tooth bending fatigue
results. Based 00 me limited tali ticall reliability of the current
method, a diiferenlapproach. utilizing power ciIculati~g bending
fatigue testing. is being evaluated Initial efforts utilizing the power
circulaling bending fatigue method appear very encouraging, espe-
cially in the area of eliminating or minimizing the influence of other e

failure modes on the test. It is anticipated that, w:ilh further efforts, i

including the calibration of the rig under operating conditions, more
accurate data characterizing the bending strenglh of gear teeth will
be available to gear designers. 0

wbricant MOBil Syntheoc Jet 101111(MIL l·236991
(or as required for particular test program)

Lubricant bulk temperature 140°F. The low·speed power eire ulatmg gear test
rigs use s pillsh lubrication. This bulk (sum pi tem-
perature is selected to emulate lubrication condi-
tionsin the 3.5' 'center dista nee high·speed test
rigs wher,e lubricant is sprayed onto the test gears
at 115°F and reaches approximately 175",Fbefore tt
is drained 'from the test gearbox.

2,(0) hours (approximatelylLubricant change interval

,llJbricant 'ilter IO-micron ceramic lilament

Specimen 18·tooth, 6·DP spur gear with 0.562' face width, as
shown in Figure 4

3O·tooth, 6· 0 P spur gear with O.B1'laee Width, as
shown in ligure 5

900 rpm (nominal)

Mate

Specimen Operating Speed

Velocities (on Spec imen) !Rolfing
48.4 inJsec.
37,1 inJsec.
10.4 inJsec.

Sliding
0.0 inJsec.

-18.0 inJse c.
-60.7inJsec.

P~cnline
LPSTCSAP

lRolVSlide Ratio LPSTC -0.49
SAP -5.81

Run-in Procedure Run one-he If hour at one·half test load sta rting
w'rtI! room temperature lubricant

I1rst test 10 be conducted 816,500 Ib.·in. [on speci·
men I. This corresponds to approximately 150 hi
bending stress. loads for subsequent tests will be I
determined based on the' outcome of the first lest.
or according; to project test plan,

Tests will be suspended after 10 million cycles
with no faiture.

Test loads

Run·Oul

Failure, C'riterion Tooth Breakage Dr surface origin pits over 3/16'
wide or o.oOrl·approximately) profile change (SI!9
below! or progressive scoring or sub-cess fatigue'
on flank thaI cracks through to a surface or severe
vibration.

Wear Monitoring' Due to the high loads and the rolling/sliding action
01 the gaar nssh, material may be lost in the
dadendum 01 the specimen. The condition althe
gear contacting surfaces will be characterized
visually at approximately 500,000 cycle intervals,
and wear will be measured using a gage with 8
tooling ball sized to contact between gear teeth at
the lowest point of single tooth contact Tests will
be stopped when wear reaches the point that load
sharing between adja c entteetll is changed
enough tD skew bending fatigue results-this COl'
~esponds to approximately 0..001' loss of material
In the dedendum 01 the specimen gear.
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January I4-U;-2003 Advanced Productivjty Exposition. !
Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, Fl. Sponsored by j
the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME). this event i I
Florida's largest machine tool and metalworking exposition. I
The exposition will also feature a 'erie' of half-day essions ~

focusing on lean manufacturing and Six Sigma. Thi exposition I
is free to anyone whoregi ters 011 or before Dec. 21, $25 after ~

Dec. 2 L For more infonnation. contact 5MB by telephone at ~
(800) 733-4763 or on th Internet al wWl'.wne.org/or/clfld'o. I
February U-U"""":PowderMetaUurgy Value Seminars for [

- - ~
lndustriaI OEMs. Hoeganae Corp .• Indianapolis. rN. Free

seminars all the enhanced value of powder metal technology

will be conducted at various location by Hoeganaes Corp ..The
first day of the erninar will be devoted '10 the design of P/M

pans and the econd to ca e tudie . For more information, con-
tact Tim Hale via e-mail at.thaie@hoegcorp.com.

1428 or by e-mail atreflew@falkco~p..com.

.February 18-U-Basic Gear Fundamentals Cour e..
Gleason Cutting Tools Corp., Love. Park, JL. This course .is

designed for individuals who axe new to gear making and want
a basic understanding of gear geometry. nomenclature, maau-
facturing and inspection. Additional content will focus on gear

ratios, gear tooth system and cutting method. 895 includes a
handbook, class materials. lunches and one group dinner. For
more information, contact Gleason Cutting Tools by 'telephone
at (8]5) 877-89(M) or on the Internet 11:1 www.gleason ..mm.

February [7-20-Falk Gear and Coupling Workshop. Falk Ii TellUsWbat You Think...
Corp ..,· ew Berlin. WI. Thi workshop is a hands-on approach Visit www.g •• rfBchnology.comto
to working with Falk parallel. right-angle, concentric, Quadrive i • Rate this column
shaft-mounted and Omnibox wonn gear drives. Successful! • Request more information
graduate. will qualify for work hop attendance cer.Lificati.on'j· • Contact the organizations mentioned

• Make a suggestion
$1,495 includes tools. equipment and a daily luncheon. For Or call 1847) 437-6604 to talk to one ofoureditorsl
more information. contactalk Corp. by telephone at (262) 317- i 1--.-;.-..;-----------------........1
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Spiral Bevel Gear Development:
Eliminating Trial and Error with

Computer Technology
Joseph L Arvin Bind Thomas C. Mifflin .•with

contribution from Jam·es: JI. Cervinkal

contact pattern is the area in which the gear teeth
come in contact as they engage and disengage
during their rotation. This area of contact is

checked by the following procedure.
The teeth are coaled with a special marking

compound and then run together in a te fer. The
area of c ntact can be een in the di ruption of the

marking compound, and an experienced inspector

i required to interpretthe i ual results. To docu-
ment this contact, adhe ive tape is then applied '10
the looth ' urface and transferred to a piece of
paper (see Fig. I).

When a gear is installed in a gearbox and is

powering the designated application, there are
varying degrees of pressure, or load, IOn the gear
teeth, These pressures include box deflections,
bearing movement ami. temperature changes.
When the gear teeth are subjected to these vari-

ables, the contact pattern will change.

Figure 2 shows the coruacr patternfrom a gear
wilh a very light load and acoatact pattern from
the arne gear with a very heavy load. There i a
general rule of 'thumb. which. states that the heav-
ier (he load, the larger the contact pattern.

Now here is where the i ue of contact pattern

become so imponanl. For a gear to perform prop-
erly underload, the contact pattern must be .31 cer-

lain shape and at a certain location. Typically. an
ideal, tooth contact pattern under load should

encompass the bulk of the tooth surface while

avoiding any contact with the edges of the tooth
surface (see Fig. 3).

Another critical issue to consider, when assess-
ing how the contact pattern will perform ill an
operating gearbox. is gear displacement

In 'the operation of many gearboxes, tile gear
and their haft do not remaia in a fixed orienta-
tion. Thermal forces and stress from being under
load can cause significant movement of the gear-

box components from their original po ilion .
There are typically four different type of
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ANew Era
Computer technology bas touched all areas of

our lives, impacting how we obtain airline tickets.
purchase merchandise and receive medical

advice. This transformatienhas had a vast influ-

ence on manufacturing as well, providing process

improvement that lead 10 higher quality and

lower costs. However, in the case of the gear
industry, the critical process of tooth contact pat-

'tern development for spiral bevel gears remain

relatively unchanged,
The procedure needed to develop spiral bevel

gear ets for a new product can require months of

trial-and-error work and thousands of dollars. In
view of increasing global competition for lower-
priced products, bevel gears are a prime target for
the next generation of computerization.
Answering this challenge, Arrow Gear Co. of
Downer, Grove, IL, has realized a new era
through a shift in the way spiral bevel gear devel-

opment i performed.
This article will provide some fundamental

information pertaining togear development and

detail the procedure and techniques utilized by
Arrow Gear to achieve maximum quality while
ubstantially lowering development costs.

Understandiing 'Contact Patternand Gear
Displacement

A critical attribute of a spiral bevel gear's

des:ign i its contact pattern, Simply stated. the

!iI'eel
Toe

Pinion-Convex

R'OOl Here

F!gure I-Typical contact patterll.

http://www.p'owertrB'nsm.ission


movement thai can take place, These types. are

described as offset, pinion in and out of me h,
gear ill and out of mesh. and shaft angle ( ee Fig.
4). It is this movement that i referred to a gear

displacement, and it can occur in anycombina-
lion of the four types.

In aerospace gearboxes, where keeping weight

to a minimum iss. high priority. 'the mass of the
gearing used is usually smaller. and these dis-

placements can be significant, On the other hand,

in commercial applications where the gearbox
component are typically more rigid, there is not

the same degree of displacement

Conventional Methods for Contact Pattern
Development.

The ize and position ofthecontee! pauern has

always been a primary design consideration for
gears, And for many years, achieving a good con-

tact pattern was performed through the arne
method that the vast majority of gear producers
till u e today.

The conventional method of achieving an
ideal contact pattern isperformed in the follow-
ing way. First, an engineer will make an educated

guess at. the gear tooth geometry required 10 pro-
vide a correct contact pattern. Next, the part is
fabricated and the gear teeth are machined 10 an
undeveloped ummary.

When the gear and its mating pinion are fin-
ished, they are run together in a tester More often
than not, the contact pattern will not be correct in

this first attempt. This requires going back and

changing the settings on the gear tooth grinder,

then producing a new pinion. The parts are
checked again. Till trial-and-error proee can
continue through many cycles until the best edu-
cared guess for contact pattern I.ocation is
achieved. But how will the gear perform LInder
load. in a gearbox, and what will the contact pat-
tern look like the It? Answering this question leads
to more steps in the trial-and-error proce s.

First. the gears are mounted in the gearbox and
run under light load to determine the contact pat-
tern movement. Then. the gears are visually

inspected to check the contact pattern, which is
indicated by a light wear pattern all the mating
tooth surface . If the pattern i not correct, which

i commonly the case, the gear tooth grinder has
10 be et up again with new machine etting • and
another pinion is ground. This cycle continues
until a suitable contact pattern is developed when

run under full load.

Ught
Load

Heavy
Load

Joseph t, AJvin
is presiden: of Arrow Oea«
Co. of DowneN Grove. tt:
All indussria! engineer; he
started in lhe gear industry
as (I machinist ill Indiana
Gear of PIYIIlOlllh, .IN. in
1959. With Arrow Gear
since 1972, An/ill helped
introduce advanced mantl-

facwrill8 technologies and
computer integration '·0 'he
compan)'.

Figu~e2-Same gear lII.itl! ligllt wad and heavy load.

Figllre 3-1deal contact pal1em Imder .load.

Thomas C..Mi;fUin
is a gear engineer at Arrow
Gear. Also ~'jth lite comptllly
since /972. he is responsible
for gear manufacturing. per-
islwlJle IDa/ design and con-
tact pal/ern design.

James J. Cell'Vinka
is CEO and chairman of me
board ill Arrow Gean He co-
founded the company ill

19.17. Like An'i,,·, Cervinka
hl'lPf(i introduce (Jd"{Jllcl'a

And for machine tools, tile system 'Utilizes
II/lJllu!acturillg technologies

For a new gear design, this proce. s can take Gleason Corp. 's Phoenix:® CNC tooth cutters and (JIll} COIIl[JUrer integration to

several months [0 complete. And while this is a Phoenix CNC tooth grinders, in conjunction with Arrow Ge(Jr.
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Offset
(E)

Pinion
In and Out.I!!!II. of Mesh

(PI

Gear
In and Out

oflMesh
('G)

Figllre4-Gear displJlcel1leutcenditions.
time-consuming and costly process, it was just

the way it had to be done-or it was until new
computer-based technologies for gear develop-
men! became available.

A New Method for Contact Pattern
Development

To addre s the traditional limitations of coo-
ventional methods. Arrow Gear implemented a
highly advanced system for performing contact

pattern development, a system thai provides a
dramatic reduction in the lime and expense of the
process when compared to conventional methods.
This system uses a combination of state-of-the-art
development software and machine tools. Among
its key component 'are The Gleason Work • G-
A:GE, CAGE, MmlGAGE, loaded TCA and T-
900 finite element analysi software packages.



a Zeiss-Hofler CNC gear inspection system.
More detailed information on the lise of this sys-
tem will follow. but here are a few highlights of
its capabilities.

Using the development software, engineers
can build virtual models 10 predict how the gear
will perform in actual operation. This in turn gen-
erales the settings to be used by the machine
tools. In addition, these settings for the machine
adjustments are automatically downloaded to the
machine tools. greatly reducing the time spent on
setup. Perhaps the most dramatic aspect of this
system is that ideal. senings of the machine
tools-which are required to produce the desired
contact pattern-are typically achieved in the
first or second attempt on the gear manufacturer's
shop floor.

In essence. this system eliminates the trial-
and-error proce. s that was once required. And the
bottom line is that development lime is reduced
and the gear producer is able to provide a signifi-
cant cost savings to the customer.

Developing the Contact Pattern Through
Computer Modeling: Overview of the Process

The process of developing a contact pattern
with this system is very complex. However, to
provide a clear understanding of how the system
works, the conceptual highlights of a typical

I
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Arrow Gau Co.
Summary No. 'J02'9
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Figure 5 Printout oj,a liCA stlldy.

development will first be presented. A more
detailed explanation ofthe steps involved will be

presented later.
The process begins by receiving the customer's

design requirements. This would include draw-
ings of the part detailing the critical geometry,
such as ratio, diametral pitch am! so on. In addi-
tion, it is helpful if the customer can supply spec-
ifications on operating torque and the gear dis-

placements.
Engineers begin the process of contact pattern

development by establishing a working file for the
part based Oil its geometry. U ing the CAGE soft-
ware, a toothcontaca analysis study, or TeA study.
is performed. This indicates tile location of the
contact pattern without load.

Finally a loaded TeA is performed, taking into
account all the displacement conditions. Once the
TCA study is performed for all displacement con-
ditions, the idea] contact pattern is identified. With
this information, a finite element analysis is per-
formed that predicts real stress on the tooth sur-
face as well as the root fillet This study allows the
engineers to determine whether there is a potential
for failure resulting from excessive or nonuniform
pressures anywhere along the line of engagement
of the gear tooth.

A more detailed explanation of how the TeA
and finite element studies axe actually performed
is presented in the next ection.

Developing the Contact Pattern Through
Computer Modeling: Details of the Process
In this section, we will present the details

involved in the process of designing the contact
pattern through computer modeling and how the
software integrates with the machine tools.

To begin, Figure 5 is a summary printout of a
TCA study. This particular TeA is from an upper
tower or PTO (power take-off) gear set, for lise ill
an aircraft jet engine, For the purpose of illustra-
tion, we will be looking at the concave side of the
gear and addressing the loaded TCA phase of the
design work, when various dispJacernenlS were
taken into account. The different displacements
came from thermal and external forces, in addi-
tion to the normal operating torque load.

Figure 6 shows the contact pattern design that
was created to meet the load requirements and the
different displacements that the gear set would
encounter.

The different displacements that would result
from varying thermal and external forces and
from a load of 3,140 in.-.lbs. of torque are shown
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in Figure 7 .. Some 0'1 those displacements are con-

siderable, such as the pinion moving above the
gear (E) by 0.0]3", the pinion going into me hi (P)
by alma I 0.029" and the gear going out of mesh
(G) by 0.026".

The objective was to design a contact pattern
that would have an acceptable shape and ize,

would never run off the ends. make contact ill the

root fillet, or mil off the top' lands-while taking

into account the different displacements the gear

would experience under normal operating condi-
tion.

The contact pattern that was designedthen mel
the requirements of the different displacements

shown ill Figure 7. Next 10' each requirement is tbe

'contact pattern from the loaded TeA study. If these
contact patterns were overlaid or their contact

areas combined. the re ult would-in es ence-be
a depiction of what the load zone wiU be for thi
gear et while it is in operation and encounters all
of these different di placements a13,]40 in.vlbs, of

torque.

In addition to each one of the different dis-

placements on the contact study. the tudy will

also look at tbe variou pres ares that are occur-
ring along the path of engagement In Figure 8, as
the tooth comes into mesh. the path of engagement
starts at point A. II then rolls through mesh and
exits at point B..

Given a load of 3.140 in-lhs, of torque. the
table in Figure 9 hows what the urface pres ure
is at the start of engagement all the way through to

the end of engagement. The pre ureal the start
of engagement are low, which are a re ult of tooth
haring-s-due [0 the high contact ratio, The pres-

ures then start to climb and will reach a peak of
238,000 lb ./sq. in. in [he center of the tooth. The
pressures will then diminish, finally falling to

nearly 84,000 Ib J'q. in .• where this tooth has exit-

ed from mesh.
A key objective of this study in Figure '9 is to

verify that there are no hard spots occurring in the

pattern. Hard spot would how a spikes in these
surface pressures. If a pike in the e surface pre -
sures is present, there is a !tong indication that a
failure mode may be present. As the teeth would
come into mesh, the spike or ledge would create a
nonuniform pres ure, potentially causing pitting
and subsequent failure. However, in this example,

the pressure do not include allY pikes. Therei a
gradual increa e to thecenter of the tooth, fol-
'lowed by an equally gradual, decrease. The e gears
will move in and out of me '11very moothly.

Thi study willi be performed for all of the dis-

Concave IGe r

1

T~

IMaan \

Heel

"---1A~"~B~'-J~IP',ath o,f A
Engagement -.

E-+.0018
p= -.0050
G= -.0001 I....-__ --.J

E=+.0018
p= -.0228
G= -.0008
E=+.0018
p= -.0220
'G=+.0253

IE- -.0017
. P. -.0287===--' G- -.0183

I
E=+.0131
p= -.0135

I G=+.0126
;::;;;..;~-..., E= -.0095

p.= -.0135
----J'G-+.0126

Figure ~Contact pattern .desigrl to meet load requirements and displDcements.

[
Load ,Zone

F,igl~re 7-Displacelllents ill ,(lircr,a!tjetengine project, co"eponding ,collIact
pat/em designs and .combit/,ed load zone.

Figure 8-Studyo!pressures occurrillg alollg the path ,0/ ,ellgagel1lerlt.

Summa ry No. 3029 Ralio: 65 x 1'4
11 0.94983 THP 0.00000 IlG 0.95819 THG
DXGR, 0.00000 U 0.00000 HO.OOOOO
Torque Un.·Jbs.1 0 500 1.000 1.500 2.500
MaK. Applied PressurB/UlOO (pSI. Toe ID HBel)

o 01 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 ".
o 0' 0 50, 153
o 0 0 116 171'
o 0 88 134 179
o 0 123 152 190
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o 0 ISS 177 208
00 169 187 215
o 0 119 195 221
o 0 100 202 .226
o 0 118 205 226
o 0 178 203 225
o II 177 192 215o ,0 111 185209
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o 0 142 16,1 189
6 II 124 147 178
o 0 100 130 166o 0 53 11)9, 153
o II 0 77 139
o 0 I) 0' 112
o 0' 0 0 II

0.00000

3.000 3.140
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139 145,
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196 200
205 209,
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226230
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2'0 2'3
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Figure 9!...... TabJ:esIlOwing surface p.r,lmur,es.
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An example of these two benefits 10 the cus-
tomer was illustrated in Arrow's involvement
with the previously mentioned aircraft jet. engine
project. The details of this project are presented
in the following case study.

Arrow supplied gearing on two locations of the
engine. The first bevel gear set was used in the
upper tower shaft. or power take-off. The second
bevel gear set was used in the accessory gearbox.

As this was a new engine, Arrow was caned
upon to perform both the gear tooth design and
the fabrication of these bevel. gear sets.

As with all jet engine gears, this was a
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placement conditions, and when complete, the
design will be ready for finite element analysis.

The results of the loaded TeA are first down-
loaded to the T-900 finite element analysis soft-
ware. The program then performs a real stress
analysis of the tooth surface.

A report is generated (see Fig. W).. Through the
use of different colors. the report shows the load
distribution along the different areas of the tooth.
The areas where there i.s the heaviest contact nil
the tooth are red ..As the stresses decrease, the col-
ors change and continue out until there is a base
load, which is the lowest surface pressure or stres

that will be seen on the gear tooth.
A similar study is then performed on the root

Duplication (If Operating Conditions with Universal Load Testers

As a supplement to the theoretical calculations that are performed to achieve
the design of contact patterns, Arrow Gear utilizes universal load testers that are
used to simulate the performance of the gears in a gearbox (see Fig. 1). These
Gleason Corp. testers, which Arrow retrofitted. can test gears under loads of up to
700 in-lbs, of torque. To accomplish this testing. an eddy brake was added to gen-
erate the load and a strain g.agewas integrated for monitoring the amount of torque
applied. Control of revolutions per minute and load is performed by an onboard
computer. The testers also allow for the adjustment of the gear and pinion position.
thus replicating the gearbox displacements.

These testers first allow the engineers to view the contact pattern as they typi-
cally would in a gear tester during the
manufacturing stage. Figure 2 shows the
pattern that resulted from no more than a
few inch-pounds of torque-and the con-
tact pattern is a localized area ha.lfway up
the flank and toward the toe.

In Figure 3, the tester has applied: 1201
in.-Ibs. of gea,r torque as well as the gear
displacements. As can be seen, the con-
tact pattern has moved:from a toe IOc811ion
to a heel location and has grown in siaa
and:changed: in shape.

The ability of these testers to monitor
the movement of the contact pattern can
be a valuable aid in manufacturing the
gears, as well as for checking their actual
performance without requiring them to be
installed in a gearbox.

There is another substantial benefit of
these testers. Often, the customer is
unable to determine what its gearbox
deflections will be. If this is the case. the
engineer can-in essence-back into
the deflection values required for TCA
and finite element analysis.

Backing into those values is done in the
following way. Using the operating torque
and the wear pattern from a gear set that

AI/l!r&3---Contact~em\illilhl2Din·lbs.oltorque. has been run in a gearbox. the engineer
can duplicate the same wear pattern by adding displacement and load. This will
generate all the numerical values required for further evaluation.

Figure Z-Gontact pattern witll'no !!lore Iha_"a few
inch· pounds 01 torque.

fillet (see Figs. l1a and lib). Again, the varying
levels of stress are indicated by different color.

A bar graph that specifies the corresponding
pressure isgeaerated on the reports for (he tooth
surface (see Fig. 1.0)ami root fillet studies (see
Fig. Ila) ..If the maximum value exceeds the rat-
ing of the material being used, there is a high
potential that the gear will fail.

Mother insight that is provided by the finite
element analysis is the potential for ledges or
edgecontacts. As was mentioned before, a red
area is an indication of the highest pressure. ~fthe
study indicates any red areas outside the center of
the contact pattern, it would suggest that a failure
might occur in these areas.

If the finite element study reveals anyproblems,
the engineer can then go bade to the CAG soft-
ware and modify the contact pauem as needed.
then perform a second finite element analysis,

Once the TCA and finite element studies are
performed, and the ideal tooth contact pattern size
and location is achieved, the CAGE software cre-
ates the summary settings required by the Phoenix
cutters and grinders to machine the parts. In addi-
tion' the G-AGE software is used to generate the
inspection file for the Zeiss-Hofler CNC in pection
system. Using the Zeiss-Hofler system. electronic
digital topographical plotting of the tooth surface is
performed and the G-AGE software automatically
changes the machine settings to match the comput-
erized tooth shape desired. Through a hard-wired
network connectioa. both the summary settings
and the inspection file are downloaded. After all
these development procedures, the production
process begins.
Customer Benefits: A Case Study of the PTO

'Gear Set
This advanced approach for design and con-

tact pattern development provides numerou cus-
tomer benefits. Foremost among these are dra-
malic savmgs of time and money.

http://www.gesfle'chtlo,togy.,com
http://www.po'wertratlsm'ission.co'm


demanding appli.cation due to the rugh degree of
gearbox deflection . Faced with the double-
edged challenge of both a difficult job and a hort
lead lime, Arrow began work. on the project util-
izing the design and manufacturing tools
explained earlier.

The two different gear sets were them pro-
duced and shipped for installation in the engine.
Here are the results.

First of all, a normal time frame for develop-
ing the desired contact pattern under full load can
be up to six months. Arrow's initial development
wa performed in les than one week through
computer modeling techniques-and this initial
development required no further modifications
when run under full load during engine te t • For
the actual manufacture of a new gearing applica-
tion. the typical time frame is 22 weeks, Arrow
performed this work. in 12 weeks.

Afler the gears were run in the engine for 75
hours. they were vi uaI\y in peered. Shown in
Figure 1.2 is one of the gears. Both contact pat-
terns on the run side and. start side were exactly
as predicted. This approach saved a significant
amount of expen e and time for the company cre-
ating the engine.

Troubleshooting andiFailun! Analy i
This sy tem for designing gears is used for tile

most part to de ign or improve designs on mewor
existing gear sets, However, there are additional
capabilities of the system,

If the system is provided with the proper
information, virtual models of the gear teeth can
be created to predict the proper location of the
contact pattern. This information compared with
the actual contact pattern can provide valuable
insiglu to the cause of a failure or other problems.
In addition, this approach can improve beam
trength of the tooth up 10 30% and significantly

increa e gear life.
Conclusion

In today' competitive manufacrering envi-
ronment, customer demand for fast delivery and
lower costs are prevalent, In this climate, the
computerized closed-loop approach to gear pro-
duction is ideally suited. In addition, by reducing
development time. thi technique allows the
product to be released to the market much oon-
er-sub tantially reducing co ts to the OEM.

In view of the numerous benefits of thi . tech-
nology, the closed-loop methodology promises to
become the standard developrnent jechnique in
the gear industry for years to come. 0

Input File:3!J29
Outp!ll File:3!J29
Ge., Tnrque: 261.11b.·ft.
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Figure 12 A spiral bevel gear after rlmlling in the
aircraft jet erlgine for 75 how's. Colllact patleTlI is
exactly ,aspr,edicted.
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Changes & Expansions
Rernalilns of Ajax Ma.gnetherrnic OR were old to a wholly-owned sub-

Combines W,ith Tocco sidiary of Park-Ohio, headquartered in
The assets of Ajax Magnethermic are Cleveland.

being combined with certain assets of Tocco Inc., headquartered in Boaz,
Tocco to form Ajax. Tocco, This was AL, is an, induction heating equipment

decided when the operating assets of company.
Ajax Magnethermic Corp. of Warren, The affiliation with Park-Ohio pro-

Precision Made - Cost Effective
Due Statement ll'ith Two Objectives

Dragon Precision Tools from Korea.
Noticeable Different. Clearly Superior.

DRAGON PRECISION TOOLS CO., LTD.
Represented Exclusively in the USA by:

GREG
ALLEN
COMPANY

440.331.0038
21135 Lorain Road

Fairview Park, OH 44126
Fax: 440.331.0516

http://www.galienco.com
http://www.dragon.co.kr

vides the stability to ensure that Ajax

Tocco will continue to supply induction
heating and melting equipment, accord-

ing to Ajax Tocco's press release.

Ronald J. Cozean will serve as presi-

dent of Ajax. Tocco.
Ajax Magnethermic closed in late

June,

New Headquarters for Bodycote
MetaUurglical Coating.s

Bodycote Metallurgical Coatings
opened a new North American head-
quarters in Greensboro, NC. The new
building houses a state-of-the-art coat-
ing facility.

This plant isequipped with a fully

automated, uhrasonic cleaning line and
everal new physical-vapor-deposition

coating lines. New acquisitions include
a Hauzer 1200 series PVD coating
machine and a Hauzer 1500 serie PVD

coaling machine. Both series provide
coating consistency between batches,
according to the company's press

release.
In addition to coating. Bodycote

North America provides heal treating.
brazing, hot isostatic pressing and mate-
rials testing .. The company maintains
nearly 70 U.S. facilities.

G'leason Expalnds
Roc!klord facmty

Gleason Cutting Tools Corp. expand-
ed its production capacity for high preci-
sion, CBN-plated wheels used for exter-
nal and internal, straight and helical, par-
allel and bevel gear grinding,

According to the company's pre s
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" INDUSTRY INEWS __

release, the facility in loves Park, lL, is
very advanced, with an expandable,
ultramodern electrolytic and electroless
nickel-plating capability currently pro-
ducing up to 500 wheels per month.

Products available from Gleason
Cutting Tools include nondressable
grinding and dressing wheels manufac-
tured with hardened steel bodies, preci-
sion ground profiles, and nickel-plated
single layer CBN or diamond! crystals.

A INew Midwest IPI~anlfor
Pioneer Broach

A 20,000 sq. ft. facility in leroy, MI,
was recently completed to house
Pioneer Broach Co.'s Midwest division
for manufacturing and broaching opera-
tions.

The company opened this operation
to extend local ervice to Midwest
shops for broach sharpening, recond:i-
tioni:ng and complete broach design and
manufacturing.

Ken Nemec, previously of Nachi
Machining Technology Co. of Macomb,
M], will head the new division as plant
manager.

Name Chan.ge! for British Gear
Association

Effective Jail. I, 2003, the British
Gear Association will be known as the
Bntish Mechanical Power Transmission
Association.

Under the new name.the organiza-
tion will be able to arrange seminars
and projects 011 topics such as chains,
belts, sprockets, bearings, seals and
clutches.
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Ultra. Precise H1obs, RUSS'ELL.
HOLBROOK&
HENDERSON. INC.

A_ccuracy Class: AM, AA. A
Materials: Carblde/Brldge/HSS

Technology: Dry/High Speed/Hard Hobbins
IRange: 10 - SOO Diametral Pitch

STOCK AVAILABLE
17-I7~."t. 208 N.rt_~. For. low n, No.. j."..,07410
Telephone: 201-796·5445 fax: 201-796-5664
A M[M9ER OFOGA"WARA GROOP

-----

Visit our website at: http://www.tru-volute.um
-----
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_-----------.PRODUCTNEWS------------
Products for the Gear Industry

New Threaded W-heel Grinder
frem GI'eason

The 245TWG threaded wheel grinder
from Gleason produces nigb quality fin-
ish grinding of automotive final drive
ring gears, speed gears, planet pinions
and planet gears up to 245 mm in diam-
eter, with 3.25 module.

According to the company's press
release, BIN 5-6 quaJity is achievable
for most parameters, as is lead and pro-
file accuracy to 2.5 microns.

Use of direct-drive spindles for the
grinding wheel, worktable and dressing
spindle has led to improvement in over-
all cycle times .. The integration of on-
machine dressing, coupled with a
load/unload mechanism, enables the
grinder to cut floor-to-floor time all a
typical final drive filng gear to approxi-
mately one minute.

For more information, contact
Gleason Corp. of Rochester, NY, by tele-
phone at (58.5) 473-1000 or on the
Internet at www.g.leasol1.com.

release, the gearbox is available in 101
sizes with power capacities lip to 4kW
and gear ratios of 5:1-100: L Suitable
motors include both standard IEC and
NEMA motors, including the high effi-
ciency EFFI motor range. Double reduc-
tion units can be used to provide the
option of a 4,000: 1 ratio. Additionally,
the product incorporates mounting sur-
faces 011 all sides of the gear case and the
option of an output mounting flange on
either side of the unit

For more information, contact
Renold Gears of Rochdale, U.K., by
telephone at (44) n06· 751-000 or on
the Internet at www.renold.com.

New Right-Angle Gearing
Techno~logyfrom Cone' IDlrive

The Conex helicoidal gearing
enables Cone Drive to offer increased
torque in a smaller package.

Designed for lise in conveyor han-
dling systems in.the paper and packaging
industries and in small- to medium-duty
manufacturing operations, Series B is

INew Liinear Guide with Integrated
Toothed Gear Drive' Systemflrom

Schneebe:rgier
According to Schneeberger Inc., the

Monorail BZ 3S connects highly accu-
rate toothed gear segments by creating a
unified linear guide and rack that is
ready for fast installation with a pinion
drive.

The guide can handle forces large
enough to be used in wood process
machines as well as laser and water jet
cutting machinery.

Single lengths up to 2,000 rumare
available in the 400 mm module and
single lengths up to 6,000 mm are feasi-
ble without a joint required. By lining
up several HZ systems next to each
other, large paths of travel can be
achieved without [ass of accuracy.

For more information, contact
Schneeberger Inc. of Bedford, MA. by
telephone at (781) 271-m40 or on the

N~ewWorm :Gear Unit from offered in urnversa I gear case sizes
Henold G'ears; 02-U. According to Cone Drive's press

According to Renold Gears, the JW release, this gear geometry has power
Series worm gear unit is a high quality, capabilities up to 20 hp and maximum Internet at www.schneeberger.com.
low powered unit providing a drive output torque capacity of 5,000 lh-in.,
solution to a range of applications, with a choice of 10 standard ratios from
including printing and textiles, materi- 5:1 to 60:1. ~NewGrades, 011 PBT fmm TieoDal
als handling, conveyor drives and other For more information, contact Textron The Celstran PBT-GF30, Celstran
industrial uses. Power Transmission of Traverse City, Ml, PBT-GF40 ami Celstran PCT-GPSO

According to the company's press by telephone at (888) 994·2663. materials from Ticona are long-fiber-
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reinforced polybutylene terephthalate
(PBT) grades with 30%, 40%, and 50%
long-gla s fibers.

The new grade contain a PBT poly-
mer specifically formulated to improve
the mechanical properties of long-fiber
composites, according to the company's
pre s reJease.

Ticona added that the impact. tensile
and flexural strengths of the new long-
fiber-reinforced PBT grades are nearly
identical to tho e of nylon,

For more information, contact
Ticona of Summit, N.II•.by telephone at
(800) 235-2637 or on the Internet at

IVlVw.ticona. com.
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Systems of Hauppauge, NY, by tele-
phone at (63]) 2311-6630 or on the
Internet at IVww..HDSI.'let.

New Flat Halll'monic: IG,earingl
IComponents from HID Systems
The eSD Series drive from HD

Sysiems deliver zero backlash, l arc-
minute positional accuracy and +1- 5
arc- econd repeatability,

The erie has an outer diameter of
I 10 mm and i 22 mm in length. It has
a rated torque of' 850 in ..-lb . and a max-
imum torque of 3,175 in-Ibs,

The series is designed by using the
company's patented "S" 'tooth profile
and is available in gear ratio of 50: I,
100:1 and [60: 1.

Suitable for appHcations including
robotic ,factory automation and aero-
pace, the erie is designed to allow

the urrounding enclosure 'to be made
compact for additional size and weight
savings.

For more information, contact HD
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Sales Engine'er
Barit Internationall (Northbrook,
Illinoisl seeks a sales-oriented
Engineer with knowledg,8 ot
gi,sar cutting tools and related
products. Good communication
skills required.

Reply to:

Vladimir Polevay
Ba'rit I'nternational Corp-
3384 Commercial Ave.

i Northbrook, III 60062
,

ENGINEEiRISALIES
M.E. WITH ROTATING

EQUIPMENT EX!PERIENCE
EXCELLENT IBE!NEm IPK!G.

C-B GEAR &. MACHINE. INC.
8001.428·6028

JolI, Location: Houston, rX'.

Progressive West Coast job shop manu-
facturer of medium and large precision
gearing is seekingl the following:

Gear Cutting Mach:inists

Experienced in set-up and oparatlon of
large habbing equi.pment, Fellows anc
Maag gear shaping machines,

Excellent health and pension benefits.

Send resume to:
Mr., Bernie Conrad, C/O
The Gear Works - Seattl'e lac.
P.O. BoxB0886
Seattle, WA. 98108;
,206-762-3333
206·762-3704 tal(
Email.: bconrad@thegeanvorks.cOffl'
Web site: www.thegeal1Norks.com

http://www.gl.eason.com
http://www.gleason.com
http://www.thegeal1Norks.com


PRECISION GROUND GEARS

SERVICE

• Gear cutting from r,aw
material to, finishedl parts.

• Ground IDOth gears ,and
piniDns la 1 D.P: and up to
A.G.lM.lllqllBlity class 12

2182 E. Aurora Rd., IDept MG. TWinsburg IDR4408J
Phone: (330J425.4419· FBI: ,1125-8600

- • (·mllil:

H.I... I' .... 201' "PoD ID.P
spo,a HoI"oIG .. ".
Clown Hobhld U' 12'1':0 lDP.
l!ItOl'1lIII G.ltS a Spliaos r l00'PD '-'14D1'
GftlIIIId S..... Crownod or SIJItvII ... "PD 1 D1'

c..... 811M!' 1(" :!FPD lDP

Induction Hardenl:ing
Specialists in Tooth by Tooth

'Contour Hiudening ,of Internal
,Spur, .helica" aad .bevel gea.rs
Our giear hardening equipment
includes 5 NATCO submerged
process machines and 5 AJAX
CNC-controlled gear scanning
rnacblnss. Tooth bV tooth gear
hardening from .5Dp·mOp, up to
15 tons, 200· diameter.

,American Metal Treating Company
Cleveland. Ohio, -

IPhone: 12'6143~·4492.Fax: IZUil431-1508
Web: www_lImericsnmflf,ltrBsting.com

E-mail: .brUCII@llmericanmetaltreati{l"g.com

Breakdow,n Service Available

HOB SHARPENING
(763) ,425-52,47* THIN FILM ,COATINGS*

HSS & Carbide up to 5" Dia.
Straight Gash,

Sharpened & Inspected
Per AGMA STANDARDS

Quick Turnaround

KORO SHARPENING SERVICE
9530 - 85TH! AVENUE NO.

MAPLE GROVE, MN 55369
info@koroind.com

www.pow,eruansmissi,o'R.C,O.m. IWlww.gear,technology.eom. GEAR UCHN'OLOGiY "JANUARY/fEBRUARY 2003 4'S

" BROACH! SHARPENING

" HOB SHARPENING

• SHAVING CUnER 'GRINDING

" THIN FILM COATING

" CUSTOM HEAT TREAT SERVICE

PICK UP AND DELIVERY IN MArJY AREAS

G c CUtting.. ". libol--_eason _ _ ~5,
COR PO R.AT liON

13511Windsor IRoad
Loves Palik, IL 61111 !USA

Phone: 815-877-8900
FaxJB15~B71-0264

Website: www.gleason.com
E-Mall:gctc@gleason.com

SPIRAL
BEVELS

RELl'ANCE' ,GEAR
CORPORAJ:IO.N

IGEAR fYPE.S AND CAPACITIES
• SPIRAL BEVEl:.---33' Diameter Max. to AGMA CL·13
- STRAIG HI & GO IFlEX BEVEL,......36" Diameter Max. to

AGMACL-l0
-SPUR & HELlCAl-26' DiamelerM~x.lo AGMA CL-14

The GIlEASON 46J CNI: G881' Grinder combines
advl!!!C!!d proees.ses l!!!dl,&xclu.sive software.

l

Our Hofler Helix 400 spur and.'helical grinder produces
high quality gears with on-boa rd inspection.

205 FACTORY ROAD. ADDISON, IL IiOtD1·SOO~
IPHONE (630) 543-66401 • IFAX (830) 543·,0520

IWWW.TIIJiIlIlCfllllllll.COID'

'GIEAR TOOTIH
IGRI!NDING SERVICES
Spur- Helical- Doub.leHelical

Capacity up to 60.5" 0.0., 1 D.P., 29'
Stroke. AII' ground gears certifiad up to
AGMA Class 14+ on Zeiss-Hiiflerl602
CMM. Inventory of grinders includes
Hofler BOO, Hatler 1253 Supra, Hofler 1500,
two HOfler Nova CNC 10005 (FuIiV eNC
with on-board CMM checker)', and
Hofler Ra pid 1000 Form Grinder.

Kreiter IGeali1ech
2530 Garrow St., Houston, IX 17003
Phone: 713-237-9'793 Fax: 713-237·1209
Contact Mr. Willie Whittington
Visit our Website at
WW'W:kreiter·geartech.cam

I • Spur, Helical and Pump ........
Gea.rs 10 AGMA Class 15 ~~

I. Featuring the lalesl g~ndinQ
and eNC technology Including:
• Reishauer AZ300E Electronic

Gear Grinders
• Gleason TAG 400 CNC, a-axis

High Production Gear Grinder
• Full CNC Mu~i·axis Cylindrical

Grinding (Intemal and External)
.• High Performance CNC Hobbing

• Gonlinuous Process Improvement
Utilizing SPCand Quality Planning

.JITDelrvery using Innovative
Stocking Programs

800-447-2392
Fax: 716-874-9003

,=i~~O::;r.com

1000 University Ave., P.O. Box 22970
iRochester, NY 14892-29,70 U.S.A.

Phone: 585/473-1000
Fax~, '5851461-4348

E-maiI: sales@gleason.com

: www •.gleason.com

.;:.<f HOFLER. HEUX 400 CNC GEA.R GRINDER

• Precision Ground Spur or Helical! Gears up
to 16 Inches in Diameter. AchieVing and
Exceeding AGMA Class 12 Quality

• Pro!otyl)8 10 Medium Production Quanllties

• Hofler ZP350 Analylical Gear Analyzer to
insu re Quality

4884 Stenstrom Road. RockfOrd. IL 61'109
Phone (815)874-3948. Fax, (815)874-3817

WWIN.raycargear,com

mailto:info@koroind.com
http://www.gleason.com
mailto:E-Mall:gctc@gleason.com
mailto:sales@gleason.com


SERVICE

ISha:rlpenlillng Service
for hobs, milling cutters

shaper ,cutters, .ha,vlng cu.tters.

*GOLD STAR COATINGS
520D Prairie Stone Parkwa.y, Suite 100

Hoffm!Ln Estates. Ll 601,92
Tel.: 18471' '649 ·1.50, 0 Fill; '18411''&(9..oU2

2083 W'.MoS5, 'West Branch, MI48661
1.i888·R!!sharp 1-888·737 ....277

reI.: '(989)345 '2865· 0 Fax: ,(989)345 -5660'

1'580' Progress Dr., IRlchmond, IN 47374
Tel.: (765) 935 ·7424 - FLll: (765) 935 ·76311

IPRECISIONISPUNE GAGES '& IGEARS
586-,254-4020

FAX NO. 586·254·7430
E·M-'AJI.: Ispi@tJr.com

SINCE "Ml
CUSTOM MADE GEARS·PROTOlYPE,
& SEMI PRODUCTION. COMPLETE

MACHINE SHOP SERVICES

·'IlUICK DIEliVERY liS OUR SPECI'ALT'rI'r
• SPLINE GAGES '. GEAR GRINDING
• MASTER GEARS '. eNC MACHINING
• 00·10 GRINDING '. GEA.R CUITING
• RACK GRINDING • SPUNE COLLETS

,('t;lvClor
..l.),plincr Products, Inc.
166519 MilE RD.. STERLING HEIGHTS MI48314

OUT OF TOWN INQUIRIES WEI..COME
BROCHURE SENT UPON REQUEST

I

REACH GEAR
MANUFACTURERS
& GEAR BUYERS

CONTACT
PATRICIA RAM FOR

I

ADVERTISING INFORMAnON
(847) 437-6604 I

[Mfrici ..... IfIC"nology.com

~J
CH"EINTA G,EA!R;

IS09002 Cerlified

I~I
INTERSTATE TOOL. CORP.

CLEVELANID O:HIIO----V- CHENrI'lI
HIGH QUALITY GEAR

REPLACEMENT & CUS]10M DESIGNCUSTOM ENGINEERED &
MANUFACTUREO CUITING TOOLS

ESTABLISHED 1960 OPEIN GEAR ,if!, GEAR BOXES

FO.RM REUEVED, & PRORLE 'GROUND
MIWNG CUTTERS

GEAR SHAPER& SHAVING CUTTERS
ALL CLASSES OF HOBS

H55.S0UD CAJIBIDE &. CARBIDE TIPPED'

WHETHER YOU NEED NEW TOOLS,
MODIFICATIONS, RESHARPENING.
REPAIRS OR M&M INSPECTIONS,

ICONTACT us FOR A QUOTE TODAY!

WORiM GEA!R
IHEUCA.L GEAR

SPIRAL IBEVEl GEAR
GEARMOTOR

Tel: (973) 244-1750
fax: (973) 244-1746

info@chenID.com
www.cbenta.com

WWW.intelStstetoolcDr.com
Tel: 216·671-1077" Fall: .216-671·'5431 U.S.A.lI1Iiwan

,powe.rtransmissioR'.com1M is where buvers look for purchas-
ingl information about gears r gear drives .• bearing,s, motors,
speed reducers and other power transmission components ..U
you sellthose products; we can drive customers to you.

!YOUR ICOmPETITIOn IS SPEIEDlnG UP.I
I

YOU nEEO un HDU,HlnTHGE. I

IWIE'll PIROU IIDlE, THE HIGH GEHR.

BV establishinq a presence on powel1ransmission.c,om™,.
your cempanv can make contact with the executives .• IBngi~
neers and buyers who use: our webslts ,every day. We receive
nearly 1.000 visits per day from people around the world who
are interested in purchasing' power transmission products.
Si'gn up onsne today at .po'wertransm;ss;on.com™. Yourcom~
petitors are a!lready listed on powenr.snsmission.comTMI, why
aren't you?

rt !II II

po,we r,anSmIS,SI'Olnl.,C'Omll
---

1425 !lunt Avenue, Elk Grove' Viilll!age,11!l60007' U.S.A.
Phone: ,1:847) 437-6604· FlLx: '1841) 437-66118:
E.~mail,: ptsales@powet1ransmission.com
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USE RA'pm IREADER RESPONSE to contact any advertiser in this issue
www.geal1ec.hnologr·com/m.htm
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-. IIA!DDENDUM _

A on and His
ichard Spells has a hobby that
leads him onto the Internet,
through magazines, to auctions
and irno farmers' back yards.

It's a hobby Lhat he succeeds at
through obsessive-compulsive behav-

ior-his joking description of his per-
sistent intere t. He . ay he looks every-

where and all the 'lime for what he
wants, 10 the limit 'Of what his wallet-

and his wiJe-can stand.
Richard Spens collects antique

machinery. About six years ago, his
hobby ledltim 'to a McDonald's parking
lot near Midland, MI, to meet a woman

taking her daughter to college in
Michigan' upper peninsula. The
woman's SUY was carrying Spens'
then-late t acquisitions.

One of those acquisitions was a
hand-operated gear-cutting machine
that may be as many as 116 years old.

That age is based on the company

name on the machine: Sloan, Chace and
Co. That business was organized in

] 886 as a partner hip between Charles

T. Sloan and George E.o. Chace. Sloan
originally founded the business in the
1870s. The 1886 partnership, later

became Sloan and Chace Mfg. Co. All

onio for Antique o(hines
Spens' band-operated gear-cutting I

machine can be used to make spur, face

and straight bevel gears. The gears can
be brass, cast-iron or steel, can have
teeth as coarse as 24 DF. and can be as
much a 4" in pitch diameter. Also, the
teeth can be accurate to O.'C)02"of tcoth-

to-tooth error and 0.005" of total com-
po ite error on larger gears. According

ro Spen , the machine is more accurate

when cutting smaller gears.
"For its time. that was pretty good,"

he says of the machine' accuracy.
"especially all that larger size gear."

Spens himself has cui a brass spur
gear with a 0.920" outside diameter and
24 DP to a quality level that he equated
with AGMA Q7,

Speas explains that the machine cuts
each type of gear based 011 the po ition
of it arbor. The arbor can be moved

anywhere along an. arc radius just. below
and ahead of the gear-cutting 1001. [f the
arbor is in a horizontal position, the
machine cuts spur gears. If in a vertical
position or at the arc's bottom, lhe
machine cut face gears. If at all angle,
it cuts tra.ight bevelgear in two or

three passes.
The arbor and indexing adjustment

three versions of the business made can be finely adjusted downward to ere-

small bench lathe. small. bench milling ale gears of different diameters, The
machines and small gear-cutting I depth of cut can be adjusted by placing
machines ..

Spell knows Ihtle else about the
business, and !hat much he learned

from one of its lathe catalogs and from

American Lathe Builders: /810-1910.
a history by Kenneth L. Cope.

shim stock under the feed s~op.
Also. the machinehas a vice that can

be placed anywhere along the arc. The
vice has a feed adju tment thai. cantle
moved in thou andths of an inch.

Spens thinks the vice and feed

An antique, liand·ope n ted gear-cutting macliinel
m&nufaCfur,edl by Sloan, Chile,S.. CII'.

1900-1920s Gleason bevel gear planer.
He explains that the planer' opera-

tion is very comple _ and quite interest-

ing: The planer uses its single enning
1001 like a shaper cutter, but .it cuts gears
by tracing an involute template or other
tooth form template, He adds that the
planer planes its tooth forms 10 any

pressure angle all. any size blank up to

the machine's capacity.

Specifically. he's looking for the
planer model that can cut blanks with
outside diameters up to 24".

Given his interest, Spens' reaction to
finding that model oraaorher antique
machine that interested him, can be eas-
ily predicted: "I'd buy it, if-you
know-it was affordo.ble; and I'd prob-

ably come om and get it." 0

That day at McDonald's in 1996. adjustment. were used to make racks,
Spens used 2 x. 6s to slide his (lew i culling one tooth at a lime, thenadvanc-
acquisition from the woman's SUY to ing the blank the proper di lance and
the back of his pickup truck, along with cutting the next tooth.

3 second anlique machine and some Spenshas more than 40 antique
collets and attachments. Spens' total machines of various types in his collec-
bill: $350 for two machines and other tionand wants more. including other
pans, $40 for the delivery service. gear-making machines, Currently, he's

Now in hi ba ement workshop, looking for what be term the "elu ive"
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Tell Us What You Think .. ,
VISit www.~.comto
• Rate this article
• Request more inlonnalion
• Contact the JIIII10II RIII1IionId

I • Make a suggestion
I Or callIM7I437-&iMIII"1II 0lIl aiIII' ecilDnl

http://www.po'WertraRsffl'issioR.co'm


Perry Technology Corporatio
~O. Box 21 /29' Industrial Park Road

New Hartford, CT. 06057
Phone: ~,860~738·2525-

Fax: ~860)'738-2455
~-;ll1ail: saJes@perrygear
website: www. crrygear,



Star-SU tne,
23461 IndustriallPatrk Drive
Farmington Hrrls.
MI48335-2855
Tel.: 248474-820.0.
Fax.: 248 474-9518

The global,enterprises of
Samputensilii and Star-SU provide
complete solut,ions for gear manu-
factlJringof all types ..Machines,
tools, tool servlces, integration,
service, and training services are
available anywhere in the world -
and right next door. Calli tis.
Wei're closer than you may think

¥our gllolbal source fOlr
hobbilng '1echnology~
t:;:;.,
~ SAMPUlLNSIU

Your ,glolbalsource
for g'ear hobs ..
tlJ!i1I
Star-SUlnc.
5200 Prairie Stone Parkway,
Suita10a.
Hoffman Estatas.IL·60192
Tel.: 847649-1450.
Fax: 847649-0.112
E-mail:sales@sta.r-su.com
http://www.star-su.com

$UAmerl:c!!J Inc.
52.00 Pralria· Slone Parkway.
Suite 100
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192
Tel.: 847649-1450.
Fax: 847 649-0112
E-mail: sales@suamerlca.com
http://www.samputensili.com

mailto:E-mail:sales@sta.r-su.com
http://www.star-su.com
mailto:sales@suamerlca.com
http://www.samputensili.com



